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1. Introduction

1.1 The applications

On 22 November 2000, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
(Commission) received applications for authorisation of derogations and a non-
contestable vesting contract relating to Tasmania. These applications facilitate
Tasmania’s entry into the National Electricity Market (NEM) which is conditional upon
Basslink, the proposed interconnector, being built between Tasmania and Victoria.

In addition to the applications, an information paper was submitted that argues that the
market structure in Tasmania, the vesting contract and the derogations should all be
considered together. 

The derogations

Applications A90759, A90760 and A90761 were submitted containing changes to the
National Electricity Code (Code).  The applications were submitted by the National
Electricity Code Administrator (NECA) on behalf of the Tasmanian Government under
Part VII of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (TPA).  The proposed amendments relate to
Tasmania becoming a party to the Code. The derogations outlined in the applications
concern (among other things):

 regulating transmission and distribution service pricing for the transitional period
with a view to minimising the potential for discontinuity to network owners and
customers in Tasmania, and the appointment of regulators to fulfil these roles;

 implementing a retail contestability timetable in Tasmania;

 adapting the existing PASA provisions to reflect the impact of hydrological
conditions on the capability of the hydro generating system as a whole in Tasmania;

 specifying an ongoing role for the RNPP in relation to recommending power and
system security and reliability standards; and

 various technical issues arising in Tasmania relating to, among other things,
frequency standards, fault clearance times, and power system operating procedures.

The vesting contract

On 22 November 2000, the Commission received related applications for authorisation
(A80010, A80011) of the Tasmanian vesting contract. The applications were submitted
by the Crown in right of the State of Tasmania under Part VII of the Trade Practices
Act 1974 (TPA).  Other parties to the applications were Hydro Tasmania and Aurora
Energy. The proposed vesting contract concerns:

 a contract between Aurora and Hydro Tasmania for Non-Contestable load; and

 the arrangement between Hydro Tasmania and Aurora constituted by combining the
Non-Contestable Vesting Contract and the MI Vesting Contracts. 
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The purpose of this vesting contract is to provide a hedge against the exposure of
Aurora to spot prices in the NEM. In effect, the vesting contract provides certainty as to
the price and volumes at which electricity is supplied to meet the franchise demand in
Tasmania and transfers any volume risk to Hydro Tasmania.

1.2 Statutory test

 The applications were made under sub-sections 88(1) and 88(8) of the Trade Practices
Act 1974 (TPA).  

 Applications made under sub-section 88(1) of the TPA are for authorisation to make a
contract or arrangement, or arrive at an understanding, a provision of which would have
the purpose, or would or might have the effect, of substantially lessening competition
within the meaning of section 45 of the TPA; and to give effect to a provision of a
contract, arrangement or understanding where the provision is, or may be, an
exclusionary provision within the meaning of section 45 of the TPA.  Further sub-
section 88(6) provides that an authorisation made under sub-section 88(1) has effect as
if it were also an authorisation in the same terms to every other person named or
referred to in the application.

 Applications made under sub-section 88(8) of the TPA are for authorisation to engage
in conduct that constitutes, or may constitute, the practice of exclusive dealing in
accordance with the provisions of section 47 of the TPA.   Further, sub-section
88(8AA) provides that where authorisation has been granted under sub-section 88(8)
and this particular conduct is expressly required or permitted under a code of practice,
the authorisation applies in the same terms to all other persons named or referred to as a
party or proposed party to the code.  Authorisations may also apply to any corporation
who becomes a party in the future.

 The TPA provides that the Commission shall only grant authorisation if the applicant
satisfies the relevant tests in sub-sections 90(6) and 90(8) of the TPA.  While sub-
section 90(6) and sub-section 90(8) relate to different types of anti-competitive
behaviour, the tests are essentially the same.

 Sub-section 90(6) provides that the Commission shall grant authorisation only if it is
satisfied in all the circumstances that:

• the provisions of the proposed contract, arrangement or conduct would result, or be
likely to result, in a benefit to the public; and

• that benefit would outweigh the detriment to the public constituted by any lessening
of competition that would, or would be likely to result from the proposed contract,
arrangements or conduct.

 Sub-section 90(8) provides that the Commission shall grant authorisation only if it is
satisfied in all the circumstances that the proposed provision or conduct would result,
or be likely to result, in such a benefit to the public that the proposed contract,
arrangement, understanding or conduct should be allowed.
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 The detriment to be considered is limited to detriment caused by a lessening of
competition. However, consideration of public benefits is less restricted and public
benefits recognised in the past include:

• fostering business efficiency;

• industry rationalisation;

• promotion of industry cost savings;

• promotion of competition in industry;

• promotion of equitable dealings in the market;

• expansion of employment;

• development of import replacements;

• growth in export markets;  and

• arrangements which facilitate the smooth transition to deregulation.

 In considering whether or not to grant authorisation the Commission must consider
what the position is likely to be in the future if authorisation is granted and what the
future is likely to be if authorisation is not granted.

 If the Commission determines that the public benefits do not outweigh the detriment to
the public constituted by any lessening of competition, the Commission may refuse
authorisation or grant authorisation subject to conditions.  

 The value of authorisation for the applicant is that it provides protection from action by
the Commission or any other party for potential breaches of certain restrictive trade
provisions of the TPA.  It should be noted, however, that authorisation only provides
exemption for the particular conduct applied for and does not provide blanket
exemption from all provisions of the TPA.  Further, authorisation is not available for
misuse of market power (section 46).

 A more expansive discussion about the Commission’s authorisation process and the
statutory test that the Commission applies can be found in Guide to authorisations and
notifications, Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, November 1995.

1.3 Public consultation process

The Commission has a statutory obligation under the TPA to follow a public process
when assessing an application for authorisation.

The Commission received the applications for authorisation of the changes to the Code
and authorisation of the vesting contract on 22 November 2000.  Notification of the
applications and a request for submissions was advertised in The Financial Review of
29 November 2000, The Mercury of 29 November 2000 and placed on the
Commission’s web site.  Interested parties were asked to make submissions to the
Commission regarding their views on the issues of public benefit and anti-competitive
detriment arising from implementation of the proposed changes. 
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Eleven interested parties provided submissions (see Appendix A). 

1.4 Commission processes

The Commission released a draft determination on 18 July 2001 in relation to the
Tasmanian Government’s authorisation applications. A pre-decision conference was
held on 6 September at the request of Loy Yang Power Management Pty Ltd pursuant
to section 90A of the Trade Practices Act. 

The Commission has taken into account issues raised at the conference and in
subsequent submissions. This document represents the Commission’s final
determination in relation to the non-contestable vesting contract and Code derogations
that will facilitate Tasmania’s NEM entry. 

A person dissatisfied with this final determination may apply to the Australian
Competition Tribunal for its review.

1.5 Commission’s approach

This final determination relates to a number of authorisation applications that will
facilitate Tasmania’s entry to the NEM. Tasmania has not directly sought authorisation
for the adoption of the NEM arrangements in Tasmania.  Rather, in accordance with
s88(8AA) and s88(10) of the TPA, a person can be covered by an existing authorisation
if they become a party to the contract, arrangement, understanding or code at a later
date.

Applications A80010 and A80011 are for authorisation of the Tasmanian non-
contestable vesting contract.  Applications A90759, A90760 and A90761 are for
authorisation of changes to the National Electricity Code (Code) that would insert
Tasmania’s transitional arrangements, derogations, into the Code. 

In addition to the applications, an information paper was submitted that argues that the
market structure in Tasmania, the vesting contract and the derogations should all be
considered together.  The Commission’s draft determination assessed the public
benefits and anti-competitive detriments of the vesting contract, the derogations and the
Tasmanian Government’s Energy Reform Framework as a whole. However, after
subsequent submissions and presentations made at the pre-determination conference,
and further discussions with the Tasmanian Government, the Commission now believes
that it is inappropriate to consider the energy framework as these structural
arrangements could change in the future. 

This document contains two separate determinations – one relating to the vesting
contract between Hydro Tasmania and Aurora Energy and the other relating to
Tasmanian Code derogations. The Commission’s final assessment of public benefits
and anti-competitive detriments does not extend to issues of market structure. This
document comments on the proposed market structure for Tasmania but is not to be
taken to support the arrangements that the Tasmanian Government may implement to
facilitate competition in the future. Arrangements proposed for the market structure are
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issues for the Tasmanian Government and the Commission’s authorisation role does
not extend to assessing the public benefits or anti-competitive detriments resulting from
the proposed reforms. Therefore, the Commission’s role does not extend to imposing
conditions on aspects of the market structure to ensure it is implemented as proposed.

To this extent, Chapter 2 of this final determination contains a brief summary of the
Tasmanian Governments proposed energy reforms. It is included for information only
and does not form part of the Commission’s assessment of the public benefits and anti-
competitive detriments associated with either the vesting contract or the Code
derogations.  Chapter 3 contains the Commission’s assessment of the public benefits
and the anti-competitive detriments associated with the non-contestable vesting
contract and Chapter 5 contains the Commission’s assessment of the same with respect
to Tasmania’s proposed derogations. The determinations on both these issues and the
conditions of authorisation can be found in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively.
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2 Market structure

In establishing the NEM, the jurisdictional governments agreed to the structural reform
of the electricity supply industry, but also agreed that the details of those reforms were
a matter for each of the participating jurisdictions.  Consistent with this approach, the
proposed structure of the Tasmanian electricity supply industry is not the subject of the
authorisation applications before the Commission.  Moreover, the Tasmanian
Government is not required to seek authorisation to extend the Code and the NEM
arrangements to Tasmania.  

Rather, the Tasmanian Government has sought authorisation for the Tasmanian specific
elements of their transitional arrangements in the form of the non-contestable vesting
contract and the derogations.  In doing so, the Tasmanian Government argued that the
Commission should consider the authorisation applications in the context of
Tasmania’s broader energy reform framework.  However, the Commission does not
think that it is appropriate to consider the broader energy framework in assessing the
matters before it. Whether or not the proposed energy framework will deliver the
purported outcomes is uncertain and ultimately depends on the policy choices made by
the Tasmanian Government. Further, the reform framework does not require the
approval of the Commission, nor does it provide sufficient certainty that would assist in
the assessment of the authorisation applications before the Commission. 

2.1 The applicant’s proposed energy reforms

The Tasmanian Government has developed a framework to change the State’s energy
mix and thereby secure a future for Tasmania’s economic development.

Traditionally, Tasmania has had a source of low cost energy in the form of hydro
generation. However, the state government believes that Tasmania has outgrown its
existing energy capacity. Furthermore, as Tasmania is the only state that does not
currently have access to natural gas the government believes that businesses have had
to rely on less cost-effective energy sources.

The Tasmanian Government has developed a new energy reform framework in
response to this situation. The framework involves two major infrastructure projects –
Basslink and the Tasmanian Natural Gas Project (TNGP). These two projects will
physically link Tasmania with the National Electricity Market (NEM) and will land gas
in Tasmania, thus changing the energy options for existing Tasmanian customers and
future market entrants. These major projects and the framework at large form a major
part of the government’s agenda to revitalise the Tasmanian economy.1 

The Basslink project will see Basslink Pty Ltd (BPL), a wholly owned subsidiary of
National Grid PLC of the United Kingdom, build, own and operate an undersea

                                                

1 Sourced from a letter sent from Tasmanian Treasurer David Crean to ACCC in support of the
framework document that accompanied the applications for authorisation.
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electricity cable across Bass Strait. This cable will physically link Tasmania to the
NEM and allow Tasmanian generators and retailers to trade in the market.

The landing of gas in Tasmania via the TNGP will enable new gas fired electricity
generation to supplement existing hydro generation, and provide for the sale of natural
gas to large commercial users as well as to Tasmanian residential consumers.

The key elements of the framework as put by the Tasmanian Government are as
follows:

1. Basslink will operate as a Market Network Service Provider (MNSP),
interconnecting the Victorian region of the NEM with a single Tasmanian region.
The Tasmanian Government has sought a derogation to define Tasmania as a single
region.

2. The Tasmanian Government proposes to retain Hydro Tasmania as a single hydro
generation business in Government ownership. However, the Government will
create additional competition in generation in the Tasmanian market by converting
Bell Bay Power Station to gas (from oil). Bell Bay is to be separated from Hydro
Tasmania and converted to gas in a two stage process. The first unit will be owned
by a new State owned generation business and have a capacity of 114MW. The
second unit will be owned by a joint venture between the Tasmanian Government
and Duke Energy with a capacity of 234-365MW. The Government believes that
competition in generation will also come via the import of electricity across
Basslink from interstate generators. The framework developed by the Government
also endeavours to facilitate the development of wind generation resources. 

3. Hydro Tasmania has signed an agreement with Basslink Pty Ltd (BPL). Under this
agreement, Hydro Tasmania will pay BPL a facility fee and BPL will pay Hydro
Tasmania an amount of money equal to the value of the settlement residues accrued
by the link. The agreement effectively replaces the variable revenues earned by
BPL as the MNSP with a fixed stream of income. 

4. As a jurisdictional member of the NEM, the National Electricity Market
Management Company (NEMMCO) will determine the dispatch and the spot prices
that will apply in the Tasmanian region. The dispatch and the spot prices will be
determined based on dispatch offers made by Hydro Tasmania, Basslink, other on-
island generators, demand-side bids and interstate generators. NEMMCO will
assume responsibility for market operation and system security in Tasmania on a
nationally consistent basis under the National Electricity Code (NEC).

5. Retail contestability will be phased in over a four-year period, commencing 12
months after the start of the full wholesale market in Tasmania (and 6 months after
Basslink is operational). The major industrial customers will be held to existing
contracts, the last of which expire in 2015. To limit the risks faced by the
incumbent retailer, Aurora Energy Pty Ltd, a vesting contract between Aurora
Energy and Hydro Tasmania will underpin energy sales for non-contestable
customers during the retail contestability roll-out. 

6. The ACCC will assume responsibility for transmission pricing for Tasmania. This
is consistent with the arrangements in place in other jurisdictions. The Tasmanian
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Government has put forward a derogation that will require the ACCC to regulate
transmission pricing under Tasmanian arrangements initially and then under the
National Electricity Code (NEC) in the subsequent regulatory period. 

7. The Tasmanian Electricity Regulator will retain responsibility for distribution
network pricing on an ongoing basis and will retain price regulation for non-
contestable customers.

8. The Government has put forward a number of other derogations from the NEC that
address technical, procedural and administrative issues in Tasmania during the
transition to the full NEM arrangements. The derogations are discussed in detail in
Chapter 5 of this determination.

The Tasmanian Government’s supporting arguments on this energy reform framework
emphasise the public benefits and pro-competitive elements of the industry
restructuring. The Tasmanian Government argued that in the absence of the energy
reform framework the Tasmanian electricity system would remain isolated from the
NEM and the existing structural and regulatory arrangements would apply.

The Tasmanian Government’s arguments relating to the reform framework are
summarised in the following sections.

2.1.1 Relieves energy constraints and promotes new investment

The hydro system in Tasmania is energy constrained.  Tasmania’s current electricity
needs are equivalent to the sustainable capability of the existing hydro system.  The
remaining large-scale hydro developments that could be developed economically are
located in World Heritage Areas and therefore are unable to be pursued. The
Tasmanian Government argued that access to competitively priced electricity is
emerging as a constraint for economic development, particularly in the industrial
sector.

The Tasmanian Government identified Tasmania’s energy constrained status as a key
factor to be addressed in order to secure Tasmania’s future economic development. The
Basslink project provides a flexible mechanism by which the Government can alleviate
the risk of energy constraints or surpluses.  Removing the energy constraint will enable
businesses to expand, boost business confidence and send a strong positive signal to
potential investors in Tasmania.

Without Basslink, new customers would be likely to face energy constraints and new
on-island generators would find it difficult to earn revenues to cover investment costs
because flooding the market with capacity could push prices down below a level
sufficient to cover investment costs.

The Tasmanian Government argues that Basslink will allow Hydro Tasmania to
manage its hydrological risk more effectively. Currently, Hydro uses the oil fired Bell
Bay Power Station as a back up facility during times when water supplies reach
critically low levels. Basslink will give Tasmania access to thermal generation from the
mainland that can be used as back up and which the Government argues is a more cost
effective mechanism to supply Tasmanian customers during drought periods.
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Furthermore, Basslink will allow Hydro Tasmania to take action sooner to re-establish
safe water storage levels.

The Government also argues that Basslink protects the value of existing assets from the
possibility of a major customer leaving the State. If such circumstances did eventuate,
Basslink will enable any excess capacity to be exported to the mainland. The
Government, as owner of the existing electricity generation and retail assets, has stated
that Basslink will help to secure ongoing budget revenue stability.

Consequently, the Tasmanian Government argued that this flexibility (to manage
increases and decreases in Tasmanian electricity demand) is one of the key strategic
benefits of the energy reform framework.

2.1.2 Promotes competition between energy modes and energy providers

The Tasmanian Government has progressed reforms in both the electricity and gas
industries. To date, Tasmanians have had a limited choice between energy types with
almost all energy being electricity. Alternative energy sources include wood for fire
heating and bottled LPG gas, but these energy sources are for small scale use and are
typically used by domestic users. 

The Government believes that businesses have been limited to choose energy types that
may not be the most efficient or cost effective for their purposes. The landing of
reticulated natural gas in Tasmania via the pipeline to be built by Duke Energy will
give Tasmanian consumers and businesses greater choice between energy sources and
will facilitate the upgrade of existing generation facilities, such as the conversion of
Bell Bay Power Station to gas. The Government argued that landing gas in Tasmania
would also encourage new investment in both the gas and electricity sectors.

Basslink, by connecting Tasmania to the national market, allows Tasmania to be
opened to competition. The Government argued that the interconnection of Tasmania
with the NEM will increase the size of the national market and will increase the total
number of customers that will become contestable.  New generators can enter the
Tasmanian market in the knowledge that any excess capacity can be exported, rather
than attempting to compete with a hydro generator in a closed Tasmanian system.

Tasmanian consumers have had no choice as to which provider supplies their energy.
The energy reform framework creates another generator in Tasmania in the form of a
separated gas fired Bell Bay, which will provide competition to Hydro Tasmania in
generation. The framework also facilitates the entrance of other gas-fired generators
such as the joint venture project between the new Bell Bay entity and Duke Energy,
which will convert the second unit at Bell Bay to gas.

The Government believes that the framework put forward will provide a choice in
generation and will facilitate new retail entrants, which will bring greater choice for
consumers in Tasmania and efficient energy prices.

2.1.3 Synergies between energy and capacity constrained systems

The Tasmanian Government argued that there are synergies in connecting an energy
constrained system like Tasmania and a capacity constrained system like Victoria.
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Tasmania’s energy supply is not limited by the installed capacity of its generators but
by the amount of water flowing into the hydro system. In contrast, Victoria is limited
by its installed generation capacity, which meets demand on average but which falls
short of supplying demand during peak times. 

The Government argued that interconnection of the two systems will increase
efficiencies of existing plant because Basslink will provide 600MW of additional
generation capacity to supply Victoria during peak periods.  The Tasmanian
Government argued that Basslink will defer for two to three years the need for 600 MW
of peaking capacity, a saving on the mainland in the order of $400 million.

In turn, the Victorian thermal system can supply 300MW of Tasmania’s demand during
off-peak periods and in periods when water storage levels in Tasmania are low.  The
Tasmanian Government argued that this would improve the capacity utilisation of base-
load Victorian plant in off-peak periods.

The Tasmanian Government argued that this combination of increased peak capacity
and better utilisation of base-load plant will act to smooth price volatility in Victoria
and South Australia. 

2.1.4 Wind generation

The Tasmanian Government is keen to develop wind resources in Tasmania as it is one
of the best sites in Australia to establish wind generation. The Tasmanian Government
stated that there are a large number of potential sites that would be compatible with
existing land use and with reasonable access to the transmission system.  

The Government estimates the potential wind generation capacity to be in the order of
3000MW.  For instance, Hydro Tasmania has commenced developing a wind farm on
the Woolnorth property in the north west of Tasmania. Initially a 10 MW facility will
be installed but it could be expanded to a 130 MW facility.

The submission stated that:

The Government considers the development of Tasmania’s renewable energy base as
one of the key strategic opportunities and public benefits of Basslink and NEM
participation. It is, therefore, keen to promote the development of the State’s wind
resources and will implement measures to ensure that all potential wind developers are
equally able to do so. There already exists extensive information in the public domain
on Tasmania’s wind resource, and this information will be available to all interested
parties in a similar manner to pre-commercial mineral resource information.2

To facilitate the development of Tasmania’s wind resource, the Tasmanian Government
stated that it will continue to ensure that no party will have privileged rights to access
Crown Land for the development of wind generation and will explore mechanisms for
establishing a transparent process for allocating such rights.

                                                

2 Meeting Tasmania’s Energy Needs for the 21st Century: A Competitive Future, Tasmanian Treasury.
November 2000, p36.
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2.1.5 NEM entry and competition in Tasmania

In restructuring the Tasmanian electricity supply industry, the Tasmanian Government
has retained Hydro Tasmania as the single largest on-island generator but will separate
out the Bell Bay Power Station.  In doing so the Tasmanian Government rejected the
Garlick Report recommendations that Hydro Tasmania be split into three separate
generating entities under the auspices of Hydro Tasmania.  The Tasmanian
Government stated that this decision was based on the grounds of maintaining security
of electricity supply in the state and that only a generator the size of the combined
Hydro generators could underwrite the Basslink project.3 

The decision not to take up the report’s recommendations leaves a market structure in
generation which is largely unchanged from the current arrangements with the
exception of the separation of Bell Bay Power Station into a separate government
owned entity. Hydro will remain the dominant generator in Tasmania. However, the
Government argued that the package as a whole creates the right incentives for new
investment in generation that would compete with Hydro Tasmania. 

The Government argued that this new investment is already under way. Bell Bay’s Unit
One will be converted to gas and divested from Hydro Tasmania into a new and
separate Government owned entity. The joint venture project between Duke Energy
and the new Bell Bay entity will also control the gas-fired Unit Two at Bell Bay.
Furthermore, the Government predicted that new generation sources such as biomass
and co-generation will be developed and the Government has already outlined its
commitment to developing Tasmania’s world class wind resource. The Government
argued that the combination of size and technologies used in these new generating units
will create an environment where generators will have to bid competitively to be
dispatched.

The Tasmanian Government observed that, while it is difficult to predict exactly, the
merit order in Tasmania is likely to consist of:

 Generators with minimal discretion regarding production times (eg wind and run-
of-river) and those underpinned by renewable credits (eg biomass) would bid low;

 Reflecting their respective opportunity values, Hydro Tasmania would bid run-of-
river, medium-term storage and long-term storage in an ascending order of prices;

 Medium-term storage, gas fired generation and Basslink imports would make up
the mid-range of the merit order; 

 In off-peak periods, Basslink imports would sit below long-term storage; and

 In peak periods, the majority of Tasmanian generators would be dispatched to meet
Tasmanian peak demands and Basslink export opportunities.

                                                

3 ibid p91.
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Consequently, the Tasmanian Government indicated that the merit order of generators
in Tasmania is likely to be as set out in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Tasmanian merit order in import and export periods

Source: Meeting Tasmania’s Energy Needs for the 21st Century: A Competitive Future, Tasmanian Treasury. November 2000,
p38.

The Tasmanian Government argued that, in addition to competition from new entrant
generators, the ability of a Tasmanian generator to exercise market power will also be
constrained by competition from mainland generators. The Tasmanian Government
argued that Tasmanian pool prices would be constrained by Victorian pool prices as
reflected by the position of Basslink in the Tasmanian merit order, assuming a zero
price bid for Basslink (see Figure 2.2). 

When Tasmania is exporting power to Victoria, the Government argued that the
Tasmanian price will equal the Victorian price when the link is unconstrained
(excepting losses) and will lie beneath the Victorian price when the link is running at
capacity and is constrained. For NEMMCO to dispatch Basslink, electricity must flow
from low price region to high price region when Basslink is bid at zero. Therefore,
excepting losses, the price in Tasmania must be lower than the price in Victoria during
periods of constrained export, which is likely to occur in periods of peak Victorian
demand. 

During periods of import, the price in Victoria will be lower than the regional price in
Tasmania when the link is constrained in a southerly direction. Again, this is because
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NEMMCO will dispatch electricity from low priced region to high priced region.  At
such times, a Tasmanian generator might have market power to set the regional price if
it is a ‘must run’ generator. This would occur if NEMMCO must dispatch a generator
during import periods, regardless of the prices it bids, as the other generators have
insufficient capacity between them to meet Tasmania’s off-peak demand.

Figure 2.2 Prices and Tasmanian generators’ ability to exercise market power
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On the basis of these arguments, the only time when a generator in Tasmania could
exercise market power would be in those off-peak periods when Basslink is constrained
and Tasmania is importing electricity.  At these times (eg summer off-peak),
Tasmania’s load is around 960 MW compared with 1400 MW to 1600 MW during
peak demand periods.  As outlined above, the Tasmanian Government argued that
during these periods, the market power of Tasmanian generators would be constrained
by competition between the on-island generators.  

Moreover, the Tasmanian Government argued that Hydro Tasmania’s market power
will be constrained by its need to bid run-of-river at the low end of the merit order.  It
argued that Hydro will be disciplined to bid this run-of-river generation in a
competitive way to ensure that it gets dispatched for its full run-of-river volume. A
failure to bid a price low enough to get dispatched will mean that Hydro loses the value
of that resource because it simply falls over the top of the dams and is not run through
the turbines. All generators are paid the price of the marginal unit for all that they
generate and therefore have an incentive to bid according to the marginal cost of their
generation source. In the case of run-of-river, the marginal cost is very low and the
Government argued that Hydro will therefore bid it at a low price to ensure its dispatch. 

Consequently, the Tasmanian Government expects that the Tasmania wholesale
electricity price will broadly track the Victoria price, demonstrating a similar but
compressed peak/off-peak profile (see Figure 2.3).  That is, on a daily basis Tasmanian
peak prices will sit below the Victorian peak prices, Tasmanian off-peak prices will be
below Tasmanian peak prices but above Victorian off-peak prices.  The Tasmanian
Government anticipates that this pattern will prevail in the medium to longer term as
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well.  However, hydrological conditions will mean that prices will vary seasonally (ie
lower in winter and higher in summer) and annually in line with long term rainfall
trends.

Figure 2.3 Victorian and Tasmanian wholesale spot prices

Source: Meeting Tasmania’s Energy Needs for the 21st Century: A Competitive Future, Tasmanian Treasury. November 2000,p29.

Consequently, the Tasmanian Government argued that one of the main benefits of the
energy reform framework will be the linking of Tasmanian pool prices to mainland
pool prices.  It argued that Tasmanian electricity users, particularly medium sized
businesses currently purchasing under electricity tariffs, will get NEM consistent
energy prices and therefore can remain competitive with similar businesses on the
mainland.  The Tasmanian Government believes that linking Tasmanian electricity
prices to NEM prices via market mechanisms is preferable to current mechanisms
where electricity tariffs are determined by a regulator balancing a range of competing
interests.

2.2 Basslink

The Basslink interconnector between Tasmania and Victoria is a key feature of
Tasmania’s energy reform framework.  Basslink will operate in the NEM as an MNSP
interconnector.  While Basslink will not be the first MNSP in the NEM, there are some
features that distinguish it from the other MNSP in the market. For instance, Directlink
(the only MNSP currently operating in the market) is underwritten through sales of
financial products offered by the facility owner to more than one party. In contrast, a
single party, Hydro Tasmania, will underwrite Basslink.  Basslink is contractually
linked to Hydro Tasmania through the Basslink Services Agreement (BSA) (see section
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2.2.2). However, the contractual arrangements have not been brought to the
Commission for authorisation and therefore have not been included in the
Commission’s analysis of the balance of public benefit and anti-competitive detriment
associated with the vesting contract or the derogations.

2.2.1 Background

Following a competitive selection process, the Tasmanian Government selected
Basslink Pty Ltd (BPL) as the preferred proponent to construct, own and operate the
link.

Basslink is a high voltage direct current link with a continuous rating of 480 MW
linking the Victorian and Tasmanian electricity networks.  A principal design feature of
the project is its ‘dynamic rating’ that enables the link to operate for periods at higher
capacity.  The link can operate at up to 600 MW for up to 10 hours, provided that it is
‘pre-cooled’ (6 hours at no more than 300 MW).

The Tasmanian Government indicated that Basslink’s import and export operations are
affected by the capability of the Tasmanian electricity system to maintain the system
frequency in the event of the loss of the link.  The Tasmanian system generally will be
able to accommodate the link exporting up to its 600 MW limit.  As a result of system
control issues and the level of load shedding available in the Tasmanian market, it
appears that there will initially be a binding 300 MW constraint on import.  According
to the Government, the link’s import capability can be increased if additional load
shedding opportunities in the Tasmanian system are identified to the satisfaction of the
System Controller (NEMMCO) thereby allowing enhancements to be made to the
System Protection Scheme (SPS).

As an MNSP, BPL will make Basslink available to the market (in a similar way that
generators are bid into the market) and capture the Inter-Regional Revenues (IRRs).
That is, the difference between the value of energy in one region and the value of that
energy once it has been transferred to another region.

2.2.2 Commercial arrangements underpinning Basslink

Hydro Tasmania has entered into an agreement with BPL called the Basslink Services
Agreement (BSA). Under the BSA, Hydro Tasmania will pay a facilitation fee to
Basslink in exchange for an amount of money equal to the value of the IRRs that
accrue to BPL from flows of electricity across the link. Thus BPL replaces a variable
revenue stream with a fixed facility fee. The agreement between Basslink and Hydro
Tasmania provides for the IRRs from flows both north and south across the link to be
paid to Hydro Tasmania. BPL will make the link available up to its nominated rating
and, depending on availability, may receive incentive payments or incur penalties.

In its Information Paper, the Tasmanian Government indicated that Hydro Tasmania
will sell the rights to the southward IRRs according to the principles that:

 There will be an open and transparent process for the sale of the rights to import
IRRs.  This may take a form similar to the existing NEMMCO process for the
auction of the settlements residue for the regulated links in NEM.
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 Information will be made available to potential buyers to make an informed
judgement regarding the potential value of the southward IRRs;  and

 Hydro Tasmania will also examine the development of a range of products that will
make access to the southward IRRs attractive to a wide range of potential market
participants.  This will take into account time of day and seasonal pricing factors as
well as the amount of IRR acquired and the length of the commitment.

The BSA also provides Hydro Tasmania with certain rights relating to the way in
which BPL will offer (bid) Basslink for dispatch to NEMMCO.  The BSA:

 requires BPL to bid the full import and export capacity of Basslink (within the
technical parameters of its technical envelope) at a zero price, unless otherwise
directed/requested by Hydro Tasmania;

 enables Hydro Tasmania to direct BPL to bid Basslink at a positive price in either
direction; and

 enables Hydro Tasmania to request BPL to bid Basslink in either direction at a
negative price, with BPL retaining discretion as to whether or not such a request
would be implemented.

2.2.3 Trade Practices issues and the BSA

In late 2000, Hydro Tasmania and BPL briefed the Commission on the BSA and
provided the Commission with their analysis of the competition issues raised by the
BSA.

At the end of that process, the Commission provided Hydro Tasmania and BPL with a
letter setting out the Commission's views on whether entry into the BSA, in the
circumstances conveyed to the Commission by Hydro Tasmania and BPL, would be
likely to contravene Part IV of the TPA (a copy of the letter has been placed on the
public register and the Commission’s web site).

The letter that the Commission wrote to Hydro Tasmania, and which was subsequently
referenced by Hydro Tasmania in their submission after the PDC, related to the parties
entering in to the agreement but contained several caveats relating to how the parties
would give effect to the contract. As discussed below, the Commission has some
competition concerns relating to the bidding of Basslink which the Tasmanian
Government has proposed to address through restrictions on Hydro Tasmania. The
Commission’s letter of 15 November 2000 reserved the right to reconsider any
behaviour under the BSA in the future.

In response to the Commission’s letter, Hydro Tasmania and BPL advised the
Commission that they would not be applying for authorisation of the BSA. The BSA
therefore has no immunity from action under the Trade Practices Act (1974) brought
by either the Commission or a third party.
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2.2.4 Bidding of Basslink

As part of its information paper and as summarised in section 2.1 above, the Tasmanian
Government argued that Basslink will compete with other on-island generators during
off-peak periods.  To facilitate this, the Government proposed that Hydro Tasmania
will sell down the IRRs for southward flows, which could then be used by mainland
generators to hedge some of the risks of selling electricity into Tasmania.  Furthermore,
they argued that as a result of this competition Tasmanian electricity prices would be
linked to Victorian electricity prices.  

These arguments have been based on the assumption that Basslink is bid at a zero price.
However, the Code allows the link owner, in this case BPL, to bid zero as well as non-
zero prices.  Moreover, the BSA (see section 2.2.2 above) gives Hydro Tasmania
certain rights to influence how BPL fulfils its obligations under the Code. The
implication of non-zero pricing is explored in further detail below.

The Code allows MNSPs to bid capacity into the market in ten price bands, just like a
generator. The MNSP bid is an offer to transport capacity across the link and therefore
represents the cost of transportation. The bid represents the price difference that must
occur between two regions before the link is dispatched. The revenue earned by an
MNSP is determined by the price difference between the regions that it interconnects,
multiplied by the amount of electricity transferred across the link. 

Price differences occur because the lowest cost generation used to supply the marginal
unit in a region is unable to be supplied by the cheapest generation source in the
national market because of capacity constraints on the interconnectors. Instead, the
generation used to supply the marginal unit in a region must be sourced from the
cheapest available generation within that region, which could be more expensive than
the cheapest source available in another region. Thus the cost of supplying the marginal
unit of demand is different in each region and the spot price in each region reflects this.

If the link is bid at zero for all capacity, power would be dispatched by NEMMCO to
flow from a low price region to a high price region. For example, if the price in
Tasmania is $50 and the price in Victoria is $30, the link would flow south. 

If the link is bid into the Tasmanian market at a positive price, the link would only be
dispatched if the price difference between the two regions is at least as high as the price
bid for that amount of link capacity.  For example, if the price is $30 in Victoria, $50 in
Tasmania and if Basslink is bid at $10, then it will be fully dispatched. However, if it is
bid at $25, Basslink will not be dispatched.  In this scenario, on-island generators will
set the Tasmanian pool prices and Basslink will have been excluded as a competitor in
the Tasmanian market.  Moreover, if there are no flows across the link, then there will
be no IRRs.  Consequently, a mainland trader, who had contract commitments in
Tasmania and had purchased IRRs, will be in an unhedged position.  

An alternative scenario may be that Basslink could bid positive on northward flows.
For example, if the price is $30 in Tasmania, $50 in Victoria and if the link is bid at
$10 into the Victorian market, NEMMCO will dispatch the link because $50-$30 >
$10. However, if the link was bid in at $25, the link would not be dispatched because
$50-$30 < $25. In these scenarios, the link would not be dispatched when the
difference between the regional prices is less than the link’s bid. 
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Under this scenario of positive bids on northward flows, electricity would be exported
across the link, from Tasmania to Victoria, at a higher price than what it would be sold
for in the Tasmanian market.  It would also allow for a very high bid price to ensure
that no electricity flows north.  Moreover, if prices and quantities were sculpted into the
10 available bands, the quantity of electricity flowing north could be limited but in a
way that ensures that the Tasmanian regional price remains below the Victorian pool
price.

Like generators, MNSPs can bid capacity in negative price bands. If this were to occur,
the link could be dispatched to flow from the high priced region to the low priced
region because the transport bid effectively discounts the cost of the power from the
exporting region.  For example, if the Tasmanian price was $50, the Victorian price
was $30, and if Basslink was bid in at -$25, the link would be dispatched in a northerly
direction (from high priced Tasmania to low priced Victoria). 

In this scenario, Basslink would lose $20 on every megawatt sent across the link
because it is effectively buying power at $50 in Tasmania and selling it for $30 in
Victoria.4 However, Hydro Tasmania may have an incentive to bid Basslink at a
negative price if the negative IRRs are compensated by higher prices for energy
consumed in Tasmania. Furthermore, if Basslink were bid in price bands, the losses
across the link would be minimised if only a small amount of capacity was dispatched.
In any event, as with a scenario of positive bids on southward flows, a negative bid on a
northward flow could leave mainland traders in an unhedged position.

2.3 Submissions

The majority of the submissions received by the Commission raised concerns about the
proposed market structure in Tasmania.  In particular, interested parties were concerned
about the future market power of Hydro Tasmania and its contractual links with
Basslink, its involvement in the gas conversion of Bell Bay Power Station and its
ability to extend its dominance by developing wind generation. The Commission
believes that the issues surrounding the market structure in Tasmania are largely a
matter of Tasmanian Government policy. While the market structure forms the context
for the applications, these issues fall outside the ambit of the applications the
Commission has been asked to authorise. The comments in submissions relating to
market structure are therefore included in this final determination for information
purposes.

2.3.1 Alternative generation

Most submissions raised concerns about the Tasmanian Government’s decision to keep
Hydro Tasmania as a single and dominant generator in Tasmania.  For instance, the
Major Employers Group argued that despite converting Bell Bay Power Station to gas

                                                

4 Note that the value of the IRR is unrelated to the actual transport bid but is related to the price
difference between two regions. The transport bid is only one factor that NEMMCO considers when
determining interconnector flows and regional spot prices.
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and introducing Basslink, the restructuring “will fall well short of a competitive market
and the issues of market dominance by Hydro Tasmania will remain”.

Moreover, Ergon Energy argued that, contrary to the Government’s view, the potential
for new generation in Tasmania is limited (or non-existent) if Hydro maintains its
current level of market dominance. Ergon claims that new sources of generation are
unlikely to be cheaper than the marginal cost of hydro generation. Ergon argues that
this provides an opportunity for Hydro Tasmania to effect the market price in Tasmania
and maintain it just below the marginal cost of future entrants. Ergon claims that due to
the lead time for new generation to be established, Hydro can exploit higher energy
prices in Tasmania in the short term.

Origin Energy also commented that Tasmanian electricity consumers would not benefit
from NEM entry if Tasmania is dominated by a single generator.  Origin argued that:

Entry into the Tasmanian electricity retail market by electricity retailers such as Origin
will be impossible without the backing of Hydro Tasmania.

Yallourn Energy also argued that it would be difficult to enter the Tasmanian market,
even though Hydro Tasmania and Aurora can compete in the mainland markets.
Yallourn argued that this was not competitively neutral and would create an
environment for cross-subsidies.  Yallourn Energy concluded that:

… the Tasmanian package proposes to introduce a market structure that has many
similarities with the South Australian (SA) market arrangements. There is a tight
supply and demand balance that is very susceptible to changes in weather conditions.
ETSA power is the dominant retailer to SA customers and has in place a high level of
vesting contract coverage with all available generation in SA. It is Yallourn’s
experience that this framework has made it impossible to contract with a SA generator,
and therefore acquire SA customers. This is despite generation assets being split into
three separate businesses.

Several submissions raised the issue of Hydro Tasmania’s ongoing involvement in the
separation of BBPS. Submissions from Comalco and the Major Employers Group
asked the Commission to impose a restriction on Hydro’s involvement in negotiating
the gas contracts with Duke Energy for the future GBE that will own the first unit at
BBPS. The submissions argue that Hydro’s continued involvement in the separation
will provide it with intimate knowledge of the contractual arrangements that will apply
to the new GBE that is to assume control of BBPS upon NEM entry. The submissions
claims that this information will be valuable to Hydro when it bids against BBPS in a
competitive market, because Hydro will be able to accurately pinpoint the marginal
cost of generation for BBPS. 

Comalco and the Major Employers Group also argued that Hydro Tasmania’s
dominance will not be curbed by new entry (ie natural gas, Basslink and small scale
generation) and therefore Hydro Tasmania’s wind generation should be ring-fenced to
eliminate the potential for cross-subsidisation.

2.3.2 Basslink inter-regional revenues

Several submissions raised the importance of the IRRs as a hedging tool and
commented that there remain considerable uncertainties surrounding the bidding of the
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link south, which makes it difficult to use the southward IRRs as a risk management
tool.  

Inter-regional trade is profitable when the spot price in one region is higher than
another. However, when a generator has a contractual arrangement to supply electricity
to a retailer in another region and enters into a contract for differences (CfD), the
generator faces a risk that the price it is paid in its own region may not cover the
difference payments to the retailer in the other region. This risk is a disincentive to
engage in inter-regional trade and can therefore result in a less efficient resource
allocation because of a lack of liquidity. The sale of the rights to revenue accrued by
the link can provide a tool to mitigate the risks associated with inter-regional trade. 

Loy Yang claims that Hydro Tasmania will have market power to set the regional price
in Tasmania at any level up to VoLL and therefore will be able to determine the value
of the import IRRs and the price of any contracts offered. Loy Yang states that Hydro
Tasmania will have market power whenever imports are constrained which it says will
be at least 60% of the time.

Loy Yang goes on to argue that Basslink is not structured like a true MNSP (ie the
project is underwritten by a facility fee paid by Hydro Tasmania), therefore it does not
have the same incentives to make the IRRs from the link available to the market.

Compared to a true MNSP the incentive for HT [Hydro Tasmania] to offer inter-
regional hedges in the market is considerably reduced because:

 any shortfall in trading revenue can be extracted from Tasmanian consumers
because of HT’s monopoly position; and

 the sale of inter-regional hedges at a price that would allow competition in
Tasmanian, increases the risk of a reduction in market share and contract revenue
reduction.5

Several submissions (eg Comalco, Duke, Ergon and the Major Employers Group) were
critical of the lack of information that was included in the Information Paper that
accompanied the authorisation applications relating to whether Hydro Tasmanian
intends to hold an auction for the rights to the southward flows and/or whether there
would be a reserve price. The submissions claimed that more information is needed
about the sale and the bidding behaviour of the link in order to determine the value of
the IRRs and whether they are likely to be an effective hedging tool for new market
entrants.

2.3.3 Basslink Bidding

A number of interested parties (eg Duke Energy, Hazelwood Power, Loy Yang and
Origin Energy) expressed concern that the non-zero bidding of Basslink would raise
significant competition concerns.  For instance, Hazelwood Power argued that non-zero
bidding of Basslink would enable Hydro Tasmania to:

                                                

5 Loy Yang submission on Tasmania’s NEM entry, Jan 2001. p5
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… constrain interconnector flow, including southward flow which carries competitive
supply into the market which it dominates.

In addition to the impact of positive bids on southward flows on Basslink, Origin
Energy posited:

... a plausible scenario where HT [Hydro Tasmania] may bid negative on Basslink
(Tasmania to Victoria) allowing power to flow to Victoria at prices lower than the
Tasmanian Regional Reference Price … It would be detrimental to non-tariff
Tasmanian consumers because higher pool prices would be reflected in higher contract
prices.  There would also be a cross-subsidy from Tasmanian electricity customers to
Victorian electricity customers.  This could only occur because HT controls all
Tasmanian generation and Basslink.

In a similar vein, Duke Energy stated:

… understanding the circumstances under which Hydro Tasmania would bid the link at
other than zero price is fundamental to Duke’s ability to model the impact of Basslink
on the future Tasmanian energy market.

2.3.4 Restriction southward flows to 300MW 

Southward flows over Basslink are to be restricted to 300MW. The nominal rating of
the cable is stated to be 480MW in either direction. However, the capacity can be
increased to 600MW if the cable is pre-cooled (by restricting flows across the cable for
several hours).

Several submissions questioned the basis for the restriction of the southward flows to
300MW.  For instance, interested parties were unclear whether this limit is based on a
technical constraint of the cable or whether it represents the amount of interruptible
load in Tasmania to which access would be necessary if the link was to go down. 

The submissions from the Major Employers Group states that

… none of the members of the Major Employers Group who make up two thirds of the
grid [in Tasmania], has had any detailed or meaningful discussions with the generator
[Hydro Tasmania] or retailer [Aurora] on the amount of load-shedding which could be
available in the event of the link being lost temporarily.

Preliminary investigations were made by the retailer on behalf of the Basslink
Development Board, during which several members of the Major Employers Group
indicated that interruptible load could be available as an ancillary service if a
reasonable price could be agreed. It is MEG’s understanding that a minimum of
480MW of interruptible load was identified but that no work was done on the
commercial terms for the purchase of that load. This lack of follow up leads the Major
Employers Group to question the Southbound limit which has the effect of minimising
any impact on the market dominance of Hydro Tasmanian, and questioning why
Basslink, rather than the market, have accountability for procuring the load required.6 

                                                

6 Submission from the Major Employers Group relating to Tasmania’s NEM entry authorisation package.
Square brackets added.
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Submissions went on to call for the value of interruptible load to be determined by an
independent party such as NEMMCO rather than Basslink or Hydro Tasmania who
they claim, both have financial incentives to limit the southward flows across the link.

2.3.5 Competitive neutrality

Submissions from market participants (eg Hazelwood Power) claimed that market
investments to date have been undertaken based on market forecasts of system
adequacy. They argued that there could be serious impacts on future decisions to invest
if governments underwriting investments becomes an accepted norm. Market
participants fear that such a trend signals a return to state based regulation that is not
market driven but is politically motivated.  For instance, Loy Yang claims that the
“Basslink proposal has been driven by a State development agenda which may not be
consistent with efficient and economic development of the NEM.”7 

Consequently, a number of interested parties argued that Basslink should be subject to
the same public or market benefit test that regulated interconnectors are subject to.

2.4 The Tasmanian Government’s response

In response to some of the concerns raised by interested parties and in subsequent
discussions with the Commission, in July 2001 the Tasmanian Government provided
additional detail on certain aspects of their energy reform framework.  Specifically, the
Tasmanian Government provided additional detail on Hydro Tasmania’s bidding of the
Basslink interconnector and the proposed sell down framework for southward IRRs.
The Tasmanian Government stated that the additional detail is intended to provide
market participants with greater certainty and access to risk mitigation products in
order to facilitate competition in the Tasmanian region of the NEM.

2.4.1 Basslink transport bidding

The Tasmanian Government argued that interested parties’ concerns about Hydro
Tasmania’s position as a generator combined with its ability to bid Basslink were
misconceived.  The Tasmanian Government argued that while such concerns could be
addressed through Part IV of the TPA, it nevertheless wanted to provide additional
certainty in relation to the bidding of Basslink to assist in developing effective
competition in Tasmania, in particular during the transition years.

Under the BSA, Basslink will be bid at a zero price unless Hydro Tasmania directs
BPL to bid a positive price, or Hydro Tasmania and BPL agree to bid a negative price.
In response to the competition concerns associated with Hydro Tasmania bidding
Basslink in at negative prices and positive prices on southward flows, the Tasmanian
Government has undertaken to disallow Hydro Tasmania from specifying:

 negative transport bids in either direction;  or

                                                

7 Loy Yang submission on Tasmania’s NEM entry, Jan 2001, p6.
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 positive bids for southward flows, except in certain limited circumstances,
including:

 technical (including environmental) reasons associated with operating the link
such as to prevent the link from rapid and multiple switches in direction;

 pricing efficiency to include any short-run marginal costs incurred in operating
the link; and

 to preserve Basslink’s dynamic rating.

The Tasmanian Government indicated that to provide additional transparency it will
require Hydro Tasmania to publicly disclose the reasons for any positive bidding
instructions to BPL.  The Tasmanian Government indicated that it will finalise these
bidding arrangements in consultation with the Commission, Hydro Tasmania and BPL.

The Tasmanian Government also noted that these bidding restrictions are specific to
Hydro Tasmania8 and do not apply to any other party that may obtain rights, either
directly or indirectly, to make transport bids for Basslink.   The Tasmanian Government
expressed the view that to the extent that there are concerns more generally about
MNSP bidding, then they should be addressed at the national level.

2.4.2 Import IRR release framework

The Tasmanian Government argued that it may take a period of time before an active
market in supplying risk mitigation products emerges in Tasmania.  Consequently, the
Tasmanian Government indicated that a sell-down of southward IRRs will assist the
early development of competition in Tasmania, but that this sell-down must be
consistent with the commerciality of the Basslink project.

The Tasmanian Government indicated that the sell-down of southward IRRs will occur
in two stages, namely:

(a) Hydro Tasmania will seek private commercial arrangements (long or short term) to
sell the southward IRRs either directly to a third party or as a component of another
risk mitigation instrument (over the counter sales);

(b) Any remaining southward IRRs will be made available to the market through a
“safety net” auction.

The Government proposed that the first sale will take place six months after Basslink is
operational and continue until the end of 2010.  The sell-down process is to be phased-
in.  Initially, Hydro Tasmania will make sufficient southward IRRs available to meet
the anticipated contestable load (see Table 2.1).  By the end of the retail contestability
timetable, Hydro Tasmania will be obliged to make available for sale all of the
southward IRRs available to it under the BSA.

                                                

8 Reference to Hydro Tasmania includes a related body corporate.
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Table 2.1: Sell-down of southward IRRs(a)

Contestable Load Tranche size
(GWh)

Tranche size
(MWavg)

Cumulative
contestable

market  (MWavg)

Indicative IRRs
volume available

through IRF
(MW)

Tranche 1 841 96 96 100

Tranche 2 366 42 138 150

Tranche 3 466 53 191 200

Tranche 4 443 51 242 250

Full contestability(b) 2787 318 560 300

(a) Assumes Basslink physical import capability of 300 MW

(b) Excludes volume in established MI contracts that continue past the date of full contestability.

Other features of the Tasmanian Government’s proposed sell-down auction process
include:

 Hydro Tasmania will be excluded from the auction process but all other parties
(market participants and others) can purchase the southward IRRs;

 There will be two auctions per year under which buyers would bid for quarterly
southward IRRs (subject to availability after over the counter sales and cancellation
if the available volumes did not warrant the costs of the auction process).  Any
unsold southward IRRs would be offered for sale at the next “safety net” auction,
unless Hydro Tasmania was able to sell them in an over the counter sale in an
intervening period.  Hydro Tasmania would retain any southward IRRs that were
not sold at the second auction;

 It is anticipated that the auction will be non-firm, that is it will be for a percentage
of the available IRRs, rather than the IRRs corresponding to a firm quantum of
capacity.

 A reserve price would be set for each tranche of IRRs, where:

 The reserve will be set independently of Hydro Tasmania, BPL and the
Tasmanian Government;

 The reserve price would be set at the expected cash value of the import IRRs, as
determined by an independent expert.  Valuations would be undertaken at least
annually, and would value the IRRs over a two-year period; and

 The reserve price will not be published.
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 Units would be sold according to the highest bids made on a pay-as-bid basis (ie
there would not be a single clearing price).  The range of selling prices and total
volumes sold for the import IRRs would be made publicly available shortly after
the auction.

 The auction will be conducted by a party independent of Hydro Tasmania and
appointed in consultation with the Commission. The auction body will provide a
descriptive statement to assist potential bidders to prepare their bids. The successful
bidders will meet the costs of the auction process.

The Tasmanian Government has stipulated its need for flexibility to review the sell
down process if there is insufficient demand for the IRRs (due to the emergence of
other firmer products) or if there are wider developments in inter-regional hedging
arrangements in the NEM.

2.4.3 Other issues

In addition to the above matters, the Tasmanian Government also provided to the
Commission additional details relating to the separation, conversion and expansion of
the Bell Bay Power Station and to the 300 MW limit on southward flows on Basslink. 

In relation to the first of these matters, the Tasmanian Government has indicated that
the Bell Bay Power Station conversion will take place in two stages. Ownership of the
first unit to be converted will be transferred to a new government entity on the date of
NEM entry. As NEM entry is conditional on Basslink being operational, the transfer of
BBPS Unit A will only occur if Basslink goes ahead. Unit A is to be converted to a
single cycle gas fired unit of 114 MW and will be operational by mid-late 2002.
During Phase 1, Unit B will continue to function in a thermal (oil fired) back-up role
for Hydro Tasmania.

In Phase 2, the second unit to be converted will be owned by a joint venture between
the new Bell Bay entity and Duke Energy and is expected to bring 234-365MW of
generating capacity to the market. The gas conversion for the joint venture will
commence soon after Basslink is operational (late 2003) and will be completed in
January 2006. 

Initially, only 100MW of the energy market will be contestable and the Government
argues that with Basslink capable of importing 300MW and the phase one conversion
of Bell Bay at 114MW, the first contestable customers will be entering a competitive
market.  By the time of the fourth tranche of the contestability timetable, Unit B will be
on-line adding a further 234 MW of competition.

Moreover, the Tasmanian Government indicated that all existing gas contracts and
customer contracts to supply electricity that are entered into by Unit A will be
transferred to the joint venture (Unit B) upon its conversion. This will leave the
government owned Unit A flexible to respond to market developments as they arise,
including potential to increase capacity.  The Tasmanian Government argues that this
set up means that Hydro Tasmania would only have knowledge of the costs underlying
BBPS in the short run. Hydro will not know the costs or business plans of the joint
venture, which will be the larger of the two generating units.
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In relation to the second of these matters, the Tasmanian Government argued that the
Tasmanian system is presently able to support imports over Basslink of only 150 MW.
However, to enable a higher rate of import flow, BPL is implementing a System
Protection Scheme (SPS) as part of the Basslink project, with the funding of the SPS
included as part of the Basslink facility fee paid by Hydro Tasmania under the BSA.
This Scheme will enable the link to initially operate at 300 MW in import mode.

The Tasmanian Government added that if additional load shedding could be sourced
then the link could be operated at levels greater than the 300 MW limit.  However, the
Tasmanian Government added that this would only occur provided that the dynamic
rating of Basslink, and the associated pre-cooling regime, is preserved. 

2.5 Issues raised following the draft determination

A pre-determination conference (PDC) was called by Loy Yang Power Management
and was held in Hobart on 6 September 2001. A number of interested parties made
presentations on the day and several others submitted further submissions for the
Commission’s consideration.

Most submissions reiterated concerns that had been raised in the original submissions
regarding the market structure and the likelihood that the arrangements as proposed
would be enough to encourage competition in Tasmania. However, submissions from
Comalco and Tasmanian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (TCCI) supported the
applications and subsequent policy commitments made by the Tasmanian Government

2.5.1 Market power

Australian Bulk Minerals (ABM) is concerned that Hydro Tasmania will be able to use
its market power to increase prices to higher than current levels in Tasmania. This is of
particular concern to ABM in the short term when it is proposed that medium sized
customers will become contestable but competition between on-island generators is
likely to be only in the early stages of development. ABM called on the Commission to
impose conditions on Hydro Tasmania to restrict its ability to bid Basslink’s full
capacity in order to encourage investment in on-island generation. ABM also requested
that the conditions require Hydro to offer prices to contestable customers that are at
least comparable to the terms and conditions of the vesting contracts for a transitional
period of time. ABM believes that this would act to avoid the possibility that medium
to large customers face higher prices, which subsidise major industrial (MI) contracts
and smaller domestic customers.

2.5.2 Run-of-river

Loy Yang Power argued that Hydro Tasmania could manipulate the use of its run-of-
river resource through bidding to create the circumstances in which it has market power
to set the pool price in Tasmania. Consequently, Loy Yang believes that the price in
Tasmania will not necessarily be related to the Victorian pool price as predicted by the
Tasmanian Government in its Information Paper.

Loy Yang argues that Hydro Tasmania may not necessarily bid its run-of-river into the
market at a price that reflects its marginal cost. Loy Yang argues that Hydro’s run-of-
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river will be dispatched in any case because it is a ‘must-run’ generator. Furthermore,
Hydro will not be constrained by the market to bid it in at a low price but will be able
to bid its run-of-river at a price that is just below the short-run marginal cost of the
nearest competitor in the bid stack. 

Loy Yang discussed a scenario in which Hydro, by allowing its run-of-river resource to
fall over the dams, could reduce the amount of cheap on-island generation available for
dispatch and force Basslink to import electricity from the mainland at capacity. As
discussed earlier in this document, when Basslink is operating at less than its full
capacity in a southern direction, the price in Tasmania is likely to be similar to that in
Victoria (excluding any transport costs). However, in circumstances where Basslink is
constrained and flowing south, Hydro Tasmania is likely to be the marginal generator
and therefore will have the ability to set the pool price in Tasmania at any level. Loy
Yang claimed that the anti-competitive detriments associated with Hydro Tasmania’s
market power in Tasmania and its control of the bidding of Basslink are likely to be
large.

Yallourn pointed out that Hydro Tasmania will operate in all parts of the market from
base load to peaking generation. Yallourn believes that when combined with the ability
to bid the link, Hydro Tasmania’s market power will be magnified.

2.5.3 Certainty

Several submissions raised concerns that the Commission had based its draft
determination on a number of Tasmanian Government policy commitments, which had
not yet been implemented. Yallourn and Origin Energy called for the Commission to
‘firm-up’ the Government’s policy commitments before it issued a final determination.
They remain unconvinced that the Tasmanian Government has either the commitment
or the incentive to implement its proposed policies to restrict Hydro’s ability to
influence Basslink’s bids and to establish an appropriate sell-down framework that
would facilitate competition.

Origin called for the Commission to codify the instructions for the operation of
Basslink in order to provide certainty to the market. Origin suggested that the
Commission impose court enforceable undertakings under section 87B of the Trade
Practices Act and clarify its position with regard to the BSA.

2.5.4 Other issues

Yallourn Energy made general comments on the Tasmanian Government’s policy
commitments and the transparency of the proposed policies. Yallourn noted that it will
be difficult for the independent expert to value the IRRs and therefore set an
appropriate reserve price for the auction. Yallourn argued that Hydro will be able to
manipulate the value of the IRRs due to its control of Basslink and its ability to set the
regional price in Tasmania.

Loy Yang argued that there should be a sell-down of IRRs from the northward flows
across Basslink to further encourage generators that invest in on-island generation by
increasing the market they will be able to access to include the mainland.
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Transgrid’s submission contained an assessment of MNSPs in the market as a concept
and despite supporting the investment in the Basslink interconnector, Transgrid
believes it should be a regulated link.

2.5 Commission’s comments on Tasmania’s market structure

The Tasmanian Government has proposed an energy reform framework that will
introduce natural gas to Tasmania, link Tasmania to the mainland electricity grid via
the Basslink interconnector and see Tasmania join the NEM and thereby potentially
introduce competition into Tasmania’s wholesale and retail electricity market. These
developments are intended to remove the energy constraints that the Government
argued have limited economic development in Tasmania.  New firms will be able to
locate in Tasmania and existing firms will be able to expand without the constraints
placed on them by the inflexibilities of “lumpy” expansion of Tasmania’s existing
electricity generation capacity.  Introducing natural gas and importing electricity will
“drought proof” Tasmania’s electricity supply industry and the Tasmanian economy
more generally.  The Tasmanian Government has argued that new investment in
generating capacity will take place in the knowledge that any surplus capacity can be
utilised and the electricity exported to the mainland.

For the mainland, the energy reform package, in particular the proposed operation of
Basslink, will provide 600 MW of peak load capacity into a market where reserve
margins have been declining in the face of rapidly growing peak demands.  The export
of up to 300 MW of off peak electricity from the mainland to Tasmania will improve,
albeit slightly, the utilisation of existing mainland base load generators.

The Tasmanian Government has argued that the energy reform framework is pro-
competitive.  On the other hand, interested parties are concerned that the anti-
competitive detriment of the entire package of arrangements could be sizeable if Hydro
Tasmania dominates the Tasmanian market.

In all of the existing NEM jurisdictions, the establishment of a competitive wholesale
market has been accompanied with the horizontal separation of the existing generator
into a number of competing generators.  In contrast, the Tasmanian Government has
largely limited this structural reform to separating the Bell Bay Power Station from the
remainder of Hydro Tasmania’s generating assets. The Tasmanian Government has
argued that this has been necessary to manage Tasmania’s hydrological resources and
to ensure that the Basslink owner has a counter party with financial standing able to
accept the type and size of risks associated with building and operating such an
interconnector.  The Tasmanian Government argued that, amongst other things, further
disaggregation of Hydro Tasmania would put at risk the Basslink interconnector and
therefore the whole rationale for NEM entry.

Consequently, for a product where demand is price insensitive, and the exercise of
market power can occur with even a moderate amount of market share, the Tasmanian
Government has proposed entering a competitive market dominated by one supplier,
Hydro Tasmania.  The question remains whether there will be sufficient competition in
Tasmania to ensure that prices remain competitive.  
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Currently, for small to medium size customers, electricity price rises in Tasmania are
limited by regulation.  On entry to the market, price rises will be limited by the
interaction of market forces.  However, if a single generator holds a dominant position
in the market (ie if the combined output of all other generators is insufficient to meet
demand), then it could bid any price in the knowledge it would be dispatched.  In such
circumstances, market based constraints are likely to be ineffective in limiting price
rises.

The Tasmanian Government argued that in addition to the fact that prices in Tasmania
will be linked to and constrained by prices in Victoria, new market entrants will
provide significant competition to Hydro Tasmania which will restrict its ability to set
prices in Tasmania.  Further, the Government predicts that the introduction of natural
gas into Tasmania will provide inter-fuel competition with electricity and will be the
fuel source for future on-island thermal generators such as the proposed converted and
expanded Bell Bay Power Station.  Basslink, entry of co-generation, wind and other
generation developments will take place and they also will compete with Hydro
Tasmania.

The Tasmanian Government concluded that faced with this competition during these
off-peak and shoulder period times, Hydro Tasmania will have to bid low to ensure its
run-of-river generators are dispatched.

The Commission believes that if the predictions in the Tasmanian Government’s
submission are realised then the anti-competitive detriments resulting from Tasmania’s
NEM entry using the proposed arrangements are likely to be small relative to the public
benefits to the NEM as a whole.  However, the Commission believes that there is a
significant degree of uncertainty concerning the likely future structure and performance
of the Tasmania electricity supply industry.  For instance, the Tasmanian arguments are
largely based on predictions of the competitive influence of the Basslink
interconnector, the entry of new generation, the redevelopment of the Bell Bay Power
Station, and the introduction of natural gas.  Consequently, the Tasmanian arguments
are not based on the premise that HydroTasmania will face a significant number of
competitors in Tasmania but that competition will emerge over a period of time.
Consequently, at the time of making this determination, the extent of new entry, and the
diversity in its ownership, remains uncertain.

The Commission believes that whether a competitive electricity market emerges in
Tasmania is highly dependent on the future operation of the Basslink interconnector.
The Commission believes that it can be concluded with some degree of certainty that
once the interconnector is operating, electricity will be transferred across the link and
Tasmania’s electricity supply industry will be “drought proofed”.  Whether Basslink
can be a competitor with on-island generators will largely depend on the ability of
mainland generators to contract with Tasmanian based retailers and customers.

To ensure that Basslink can operate as a source of competition to Hydro Tasmania in
the Tasmanian region, the Tasmanian Government has proposed a sell down
mechanism for the IRRs across Basslink when Tasmania is importing electricity.  Key
features of the sell down mechanism can be found in the Tasmanian Government’s
policy document Enhancements to Tasmania’s Energy Reform Framework dated 12
July 2001.
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In proposing this mechanism, Hydro Tasmania and the Tasmanian Government claim
that both parties are exposed to additional risks, in particular if the IRR auction
proceeds fall short of that required to fund a reasonable proportion of Hydro’s annual
facility fee.

Nevertheless, the Commission believes that such a framework is the minimum required
to facilitate Victorian generators being able to trade into Tasmania.  However, the IRRs
will be non-firm - that is, they will not be a perfect hedge when Basslink is
disconnected and Victorian generators have a contract obligation to continue to meet a
customer’s load requirements.  In such circumstances, Victorian generators will either
have to “firm up” the IRRs by contracting with an on-island generator or bear that risk
and meet their contract obligations from the Tasmanian pool.

Consequently, the ability of Victorian generators to compete with Hydro Tasmania is
largely linked to their ability to hedge their risks with other on-island generators.  The
likelihood of Victorian generators being able to do this is also uncertain.

Another area of concern for interested parties, some of whom are likely to be potential
market entrants in a deregulated Tasmanian electricity market, relates to the bidding of
Basslink into the NEM.  The Tasmanian Government argued that Tasmanian electricity
prices will only be above Victorian prices in the limited circumstances when Tasmania
is importing electricity and Basslink is constrained.  However, interested parties argued
that this will only be the case if Basslink is bid into the NEM at a zero price and
electricity flows across the interconnector based on regional price differentials (ie going
from the low price region to the high price region).  

The Basslink Services Agreement provides for non-zero bids.  This creates the potential
for electricity to flow across Basslink in directions other than from a low price region to
a high price region.  While a detailed analysis of the incentives and effects of non-zero
pricing is complex and speculative, the Commission believes there could be
circumstances where non-zero bids give rise to significant anti-competitive detriments.
In one such circumstance, Hydro Tasmania could export electricity to the mainland,
require Basslink to be bid in at a negative price and the Tasmanian regional price would
no longer be constrained to sit under the Victorian regional price.  

Alternatively, when Tasmania is anticipated to be importing electricity from the
mainland, Hydro Tasmania could require Basslink to bid positive.  Depending on the
size of the positive bid, Basslink might be:

 an infra-marginal generator, be fully dispatched and not set the Tasmanian regional
price;

 the marginal generator, not be fully dispatched and set the Tasmanian regional
price;  or

 may not be dispatched at all.

Normally, a NEM generator would run these risks on its own generating capacity.  For
instance, by bidding low a generator would increase the likelihood that it would be
fully dispatched.  In this circumstance it would be paid either their contract price or
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have to accept the pool price as set by the marginal generator.  Alternatively, a
generator may seek to maximise their revenue by bidding high.  However, faced with
uncertainty about their competitors’ bids, the generator would also run an increased risk
that they will be only partially dispatched or not dispatched at all.  That is, in
attempting to maximise profits, generators must trade off the prospect of higher prices
with the prospect of dispatching lower volumes.  The NEM pool was designed in this
way to encourage generators in a competitive market to bid their short run marginal
cost, because at that price they would be indifferent as to whether they are or are not
dispatched.

A competition concern for the Commission would be that if Hydro Tasmania bid a
positive price for southward flows on Basslink, then it would not be Hydro Tasmania
that bore the risk of not being dispatched.  Rather, it would be the mainland generators
that use the Basslink IRRs to hedge their contract position in Tasmania that would bear
the dispatch risk.  For instance, if Hydro Tasmania bid its own available capacity at a
low price (to ensure it is fully dispatched), it could seek to raise the Tasmanian pool
price by bidding Basslink in at a high price.  In this scenario, Hydro could force the
Tasmanian pool price high but bear none of the risks of not being dispatched that this
would normally entail.  Rather, the mainland generators who have bought, say, 50 per
cent of the southward IRRs to hedge a 150 MW contract in Tasmania, would be left
exposed if the positive price bid on Basslink meant that only 100MW of electricity
flowed south.  Mainland generators would be similarly exposed if Basslink was bid at
large negative price on northward flows.

Consequently, it is possible that Hydro Tasmania could use these strategies to
periodically constrain flows across Basslink and make it highly risky for Victorian
generators to trade in Tasmania thereby excluding potential competitors in the
Tasmanian region.  However, given the existing electricity balance in Tasmania, Hydro
Tasmania would not be able to use these strategies to systematically constrain flows
over the longer term.

The Commission believes that positive bidding of Basslink on northward flows of
electricity raises less competition concerns than other forms of non-zero bidding.
While a positive bid would allow Hydro Tasmania to export electricity at higher prices
than at which it sells in Tasmania, Hydro Tasmania does not have a dominant position
in the Victorian region.  Consequently, Hydro Tasmania will bear the dispatch risk that
a positive bid on Basslink will mean that it does not get the opportunity to export or, if
it does, at a level below the maximum of 600MW.

Under these scenarios, the Commission has serious competition concerns with Hydro
Tasmania bidding Basslink at negative prices or at positive prices on southward flows.
Indeed, such pricing behaviour would allow Hydro Tasmania to use its dominant
position to set the Tasmanian pool price at times other than when Tasmania is
importing electricity up to the technical limit of 300 MW. Furthermore, such behaviour
may breach the Trade Practices Act (1974).

Recognising these concerns, the Tasmanian Government has responded by undertaking
to disallow Hydro Tasmania to exercise its option under the Basslink Services
Agreement to bid Basslink at negative prices.  The Tasmanian Government has
indicated that it is keen for Basslink to deliver effective competition in Tasmania.
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Nevertheless, it believes that there may be some circumstances where positive bidding
could be justified for technical or economic reasons.  Consequently, the Tasmanian
Government has undertaken to require Hydro Tasmania to bid Basslink at zero prices
on southward flows, except in limited circumstances including for technical reasons.
The Tasmanian Government has proposed establishing a public disclosure regime
whereby Hydro Tasmania must justify why it bid Basslink at a positive price on a
southward flow. 

The Government imposed restrictions do not exempt Hydro Tasmania from the Trade
Practices Act. In fact, Hydro Tasmania and BPL have not sought authorisation for the
Basslink Services Agreement.  Consequently, any party could take legal action if it
appeared that the parties to the Basslink Services Agreement were giving effect to a
provision of a contract in a manner that had the purpose, effect or likely effect of
substantially lessening competition.

The additional information on how the sell down of the southward IRRs will take place,
the undertakings that Hydro Tasmania will not bid Basslink at negative prices and only
positive prices for southward flows on limited occasions and for technical reasons, and
the on-going threat of legal action, are all factors that could minimise any anti-
competitive detriments of the structural arrangements that occur in Tasmania. 

Nevertheless, the Commission remains concerned about the likely size of the anti-
competitive detriments given the small number of Tasmanian generators and that any
new entrants are likely to be small relative to Hydro Tasmania.  The Commission
observes that there have already been significant price rises for customers in other
NEM regions where there are a small number of competitors and there is a tight
balance of supply and demand.

The Commission is of the view that any anti-competitive detriments resulting from the
structural arrangements will largely reside in Tasmania. Furthermore, the Commission
believes that the Tasmanian Government’s on-going commitment to addressing issues
as they arise in the future will be crucial in determining the level of competition and
subsequent benefits that are likely to occur in the Tasmania market.
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3. Vesting Contracts

The Tasmanian Treasurer has presented a non-contestable vesting contract for
authorisation by the Commission on behalf of the Tasmanian Government, Hydro
Tasmania and Aurora Energy.  The Government proposes to vest Aurora’s franchise
load obligations with Hydro Tasmania during the transition period to full retail
contestability. 

Retail contestability timetable

The Tasmanian Government proposes to introduce retail contestability over four years
beginning from the latter of either 6 months after the commencement of the NEM in
Tasmania and the commercial operation of Basslink.  During that period customers will
be progressively made contestable (Table 3.1 shows the likely timing and size of each
contestable group).  Once contestable, customers will have a 12 month period to choose
a supplier and, until they do they will continue to be supplied under regulated tariffs.

Table 3.1  The Tasmanian Retail Contestability Timetable

Commencement
(from
Basslink
start)

Expected Date9 Contestability
Limit

Approximate No.
of additional
uncontracted
customers

Tranche 1 6 months 1 October 2003 20 GWh/yr 10

Tranche 2 18 months 1 October 2004 4 GWh/yr 54

Tranche 3 30 months 1 October 2005 0.75 GWh/yr 295

Tranche 4 42 months 1 October 2006 0.15 GWh/yr 1,030

Full
contestability

54 months 1 October 2007 Under 0.15 GWh/yr 230,000

Source: Meeting Tasmania’s Energy Needs for the 21st Century: A Competitive Future, Tasmanian Treasury. November 2000,p41.

The proposed period for which authorisation is sought for the vesting contract is from
the date of this determination until the end of the retail contestability timetable, which
is scheduled to end on 1 October 2008. This end date takes into account Tasmania’s
scheduled NEM entry in 2003, a four year timetable and a grace period of one year
during which contestable customers are able to choose their supplier.

                                                

9 The dates in this timetable assume that Basslink is commissioned in April 2003 and the State joins the
NEM prior to Basslink commissioning.   The Commission understands that this timetable has
subsequently slipped and that Basslink is now scheduled to enter service towards the end of 2003.
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The vesting contract proposed by the applicant covers the franchise load obligations
that Aurora Energy inherited from the integrated Hydro Electric Corporation (HEC).
The franchise load is approximately 40 per cent of total load in Tasmania. The
remaining load is under long term contracts with major industrial (MI) customers.
Although those MI customers will become contestable according to the timetable, they
will be held to their existing supply contracts.  In effect this means that, once they are
contestable, the MI customers will be able to negotiate supply contracts for new or
additional loads, but will only be able to renegotiate the contracts for their existing
loads once those contracts expire.

Under the proposed arrangements, 10 per cent of load will become contestable at the
start of the contestability program.  By 2007, 50 per cent of load will be contestable,
with the remaining load becoming contestable according to the expiry of the MI
contracts (see Figure 3.1 for details).

Figure 3.1 Estimated Distribution of Tasmanian Load, 2000-2009

Source: Meeting Tasmania’s Energy Needs for the 21st Century: A Competitive Future, Tasmanian Treasury. November 2000,p42

The contract

The vesting contract between Hydro Tasmania and Aurora Energy is a fixed forward
commodity transaction in the form of a two way swap. For volumes covered under the
contract, Hydro Tasmania receives the variable spot price for energy as determined by
NEMMCO’s dispatch/spot market processes, and then under the swap, passes this price
to Aurora in exchange for a fixed contract price. Aurora pays the variable spot price for
energy to NEMMCO but then receives from Hydro Tasmania the variable spot price in
exchange for the fixed price in the contract. In this way, both parties swap the variable
spot price for a fixed payment or revenue stream.
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Payments will be made for each settlement period on the dates specified by NEMMCO.
The settlement period will combine all half hour trading intervals within that period.

The volume of electricity covered under the contract will be determined by ex-post
measurement at the measurement point between the distribution and transmission
networks.  That is, the vesting contract is a load following contract where Hydro
Tasmania bears the risks associated with supplying the variable non-contestable load.

The contract provides for coverage of at least 90% of Aurora’s sales to franchise
customers. The contract includes an option for Aurora to increase the percentage of
franchise load covered by the contract up to 100%. However, an exercise of this clause
requires 6 months notice to Hydro Tasmania.

The contract strike price is set at $39.675 in June 2000 dollars. The starting price will
be indexed by the formula set by the Office of the Tasmanian Electricity Regulator
(OTTER) in its 1999 determination and adjusted according to changes in CPI.

3.1 The applicant’s arguments

The applicant claims that the vesting contract is a central part of the energy reform
framework and actually facilitates the transition to NEM entry. The energy reform
framework includes Tasmanian’s entry into the NEM, the Tasmanian Natural Gas
Project, and Basslink. The Government states that this reform framework will secure
Tasmania’s economic future through the provision of alternative generation sources to
meet current and future demand for both natural gas and low-cost electricity. The
framework consists of major works that will stimulate the economy and provide
protection from possible stranding of government assets. 

Public benefits

The applicant argued that the benefits from the overall energy reform framework are
relevant as public benefits in considering the vesting contracts.  The applicant
summarised these public benefits as the following:

1. Construction of Basslink will provide a reliable and flexible electricity supply
response to meet Tasmania’s changing electricity needs at competitive cost;

2. Basslink will provide a cost-effective means of mitigating against both the physical
and financial aspects of hydrological risk, as well as reducing the exposure of the
State-owned electricity businesses and the State budget to the risk associated with
the State’s narrow electricity customer profile;

3. Basslink will allow realisation of the synergies available from interconnecting
Tasmania’s energy constrained hydro system with the capacity constrained largely
thermal Victorian system, both in terms of improving security of supply and in
electricity prices;

4. Basslink will provide a cost-effective additional source of electricity to meet peak
demand requirements in the Victorian region of the NEM, enabling Victoria’s
projected reserve margin shortfall to be met;
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5. There are very significant benefits for Victorian customers in the form of lower spot
prices;

6. Basslink will facilitate the development of Tasmania’s wind resource and assist
Australia in meeting its greenhouse gas commitments;

7. The Tasmanian energy reform framework enables Tasmania to enter the NEM and
introduce workable and sustainable competition in the electricity generation and
retailing sectors using a well-known and accepted regulatory regime.  The public
benefits of the introduction of competition in generation and retailing are well
known and documented;

8. The Tasmanian energy reform framework provides a robust framework for further
investment in the Tasmanian electricity industry and in Tasmania generally, by
linking electricity prices in Tasmania with those in the NEM and producing a
workable and sustainable regulatory framework for competition and new entry;

9. As an investment project, Basslink provides a significant positive impact on the
Tasmanian, Victorian and national economies in the construction and operation
phases.

In addition to these public benefits from the overall energy reform framework, the
applicant identified a number of specific public benefits associated with the non-
contestable vesting contract.

The applicant stated that the vesting contract is:

… designed to facilitate an orderly transition from a regulated electricity market to a
competitive disaggregated and deregulated market.  It is a crucial feature in the establishment
of a competitive electricity sector in Tasmania.10 

The applicant claimed that the vesting contract will minimise the risk of major price
shocks or market dislocation as a result of the new arrangements. 

The applicant also argued that the vesting contract will help to secure and protect the
Government’s fiscal strategy through the period of transition to a competitive market.
The applicant argued that NEM entry and the operation of Basslink will change the risk
profile of the State Government owned businesses, Aurora and Hydro Tasmania. As the
State Government earns substantial revenue from these businesses, any adverse impact
on the earnings of these businesses could impose serious budgetary constraints on the
State. The Government claimed that it is therefore necessary to ensure that the
transition is handled with care.

The framework has been designed to protect the Government from the risk of stranded
generation assets in Tasmania, which could result from a major industrial customer
leaving the State. Furthermore, the framework provides an avenue through which the
State can mitigate the financial impacts associated with hydrological risk. 

                                                

10 State of Tasmania, 2000 Tasmanian framework for participation in the National Electricity Market:
vesting contract submission, November, p.22
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On the other hand, the Government argued that the proposed market arrangements will
create a new type of risk that neither Aurora nor Hydro Tasmania has faced before. The
reform framework has been developed to create competition in generation, competition
in the retail sector, and competition from other types of energy (ie reticulated gas). 

The applicant claimed that the vesting contract provides a degree of certainty amidst
the changing risk profiles faced by Hydro Tasmania, Aurora, and the Government. The
length of the vesting contract provides the period over which this certainty will be in
place.

In its submission, the applicant claimed that the vesting contract would also provide
security to Aurora’s non-contestable customers. The applicant stated that the vesting
contract would protect Aurora from the volatility of the wholesale spot price and
protect consumers from unnecessary price shocks. The strike price contained in the
vesting contract will be based on the regulated price set by the Office of the Tasmanian
Electricity Regulator (OTTER) in its 1999 Determination. 

The Tasmanian Government supports the price determined by OTTER as the
appropriate strike price because it has been based on independent and thorough
research that took a ‘range of market factors and submissions from relevant
stakeholders’11 into account. 

Furthermore, the applicant argued that the OTTER price is an efficient strike price
because it lies below the cost of new market entrants and above the marginal cost of
generation. Thus the applicant argued that the Tasmanian contract does not give rise to
the same concerns that were raised in the Commission’s analysis of the NSW vesting
contracts.

As a final benefit, the applicant argued that the contracted position of Hydro Tasmania
will help promote competition. The vesting contract vests a minimum of 90 per cent of
Aurora’s franchise load with Hydro Tasmania with the option that the remaining 10 per
cent of load can be vested with either Hydro Tasmania or another competitor. The
applicant argued that because there is no guarantee that a generator will be dispatched
by NEMMCO for their fully contracted volume, Hydro Tasmania will have to bid at a
low enough price to ensure contracted volume is dispatched. The applicant claimed that
this restriction on bidding will ensure that the regional spot price is set at a competitive
level.

Anti-competitive detriments

In its submission, the applicant sought to explain or discount any perception of anti-
competitive conduct that may arise during the transitional period.  

The applicant noted that the non-contestable vesting contract will limit the ability of
Aurora to enter into financial hedging arrangements with other generators, subject to
the 10 per cent option.  The applicant noted that this may result in a technical practice

                                                

11 Vesting contract submission, Tasmanian Treasury, Nov 2000, p18.
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of exclusive dealing for the purpose of s47(2)(d) of the TPA which could be asserted to
have the effect of substantially lessening competition in generation and retail.  

However, the applicant argued that:

1. any impact on competition would not be substantial or sustained;

2. competition in the Tasmanian market, without energy reform framework, is
unlikely to ever be significant;  and

3. the non-contestable vesting contract is an essential part of the energy reform
framework that will ensure greater competition in the future.

The applicant added that in the absence of the reforms new generator entry is highly
unlikely.  Moreover, that new generators will be able to supply the contestable load and
up to 10 per cent of the non-contestable load.

The applicant argued that even though Hydro Tasmania will be highly contracted,
retailers will be able to contract with Tasmanian load on the basis that Basslink will
potentially provide a further 300MW of supply. In addition, the applicant noted that
new generation is being developed and that Bell Bay Power Station will be separated
from Hydro.

Balance of public benefits and anti-competitive detriments

In summing up their arguments, the applicant argued that the public benefits of the
overall energy reform framework and the vesting contract are substantial and clearly
out weigh any anti-competitive detriments. On this basis, the applicant submitted that
the authorisation test is met.

3.2 Submissions

As mentioned above, the majority of the submissions received by the Commission
raised concerns about the proposed market structure in Tasmania. However, only issues
that relate to the vesting contract have been included in this section and the subsequent
discussion of the Commission’s considerations.   

A number of submissions raised concerns that the vesting contract submitted for
authorisation would effectively stifle competition in the Tasmanian market due to its
length and the total percentage of load vested with Hydro Tasmania. Some submissions
also raise concerns about the price set in the vesting contract, and commented generally
on the retail contestability timetable, and the Government’s professed need to manage
the fiscal impacts of the transition to a deregulated electricity market in Tasmania. 

The vesting contract vests Aurora’s franchise load obligation with Hydro Tasmania
until 2007 (ie for the course of the roll-out of retail contestability which is proposed to
take place over 4 years beginning when Tasmania joins the NEM in 2003). Many
market participants commented that the 4 year timetable for the roll out of retail
contestability is too long for a market the size of Tasmania.  For instance, while it
acknowledged the importance of a phase in of contestability, particularly in terms of
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managing the financial impact on the State, Duke Energy questioned whether the
timetable needed to be as long given that Tasmania could build on the experiences in
other jurisdictions.

Several submissions claimed that the volume of load already tied to long term contracts
between Hydro Tasmania and major industrial customers is significant. They claimed
that when the contracted load is combined with the vesting contract, it will effectively
prevent competition from other retailers in the short to medium term due to a lack of
contestable customers with whom new market entrants might contract. Authorisation of
the vesting contract as it is currently drafted will result in less than 50 per cent of
customers being contestable in 2007.

Some parties went as far as to say that the vesting contract arrangement actively
protects both Aurora and Hydro Tasmania as the dominant players in the Tasmanian
market in retail and generation respectively. Hazelwood argued that the vesting
arrangement ensured there will be little or no effective competition in the Tasmanian
market for many years.

The Major Employers Group (MEG) submission called for businesses that are already
on non-regulated tariffs to be made contestable when Tasmania joins the NEM rather
than being required to wait for the 4 year roll-out of retail contestability.  The MEG
believes that this measure will encourage competition in the Tasmanian market by
bringing forward the point in time from which such businesses may seek a contract
with an alternative retailer.

The vesting contract vests 90 per cent of the franchise load with Hydro Tasmania and
provides Aurora with the discretion as to how it will vest the remaining 10 per cent of
load. Energy Australia claimed that this arrangement is unduly onerous to Hydro
Tasmania because it leaves Hydro almost fully contracted (when combined with the
current non-franchise load already contracted) and therefore unable to contract with
other potential retail entrants. 

Yallourn Energy suggested that the vesting contract should be removed entirely to
facilitate competition in the retail market. However, Energy Australia recommended a
less extreme option of the vesting contract being changed to a fixed price and fixed
quantity contract somewhere between 60-80 per cent of franchise load. Energy
Australia claimed that this would allow Hydro to offer this volume elsewhere.

Several submissions argued that a fully contracted Hydro Tasmania would make entry
of a new retailer into the Tasmanian market almost impossible because Hydro
Tasmania will have a limited ability to offer capacity to new entrant retailers. This
barrier to entry is made more serious if parts of the market framework limit
opportunities for new generators to enter the market either by physically locating in
Tasmania, or by using Basslink (see section 2.3 for a discussion of these concerns).  

The Tasmanian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (TCCI) addressed what they call
an electricity cost disadvantage of Tasmanian businesses when compared to business
customers in Victoria. The TCCI believes that electricity costs are 26 per cent and 39
per cent higher in Tasmania than in Victoria and NSW respectively. TCCI did not
support the use of the OTTER determined price of $39.675 to be used as the strike
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price in the vesting contract arrangements. TCCI also rejected indexation of the strike
price by CPI. It claimed that this was not a valid business practice given the economic
downturn in Tasmania, which TCCI claimed has made it impossible for other
businesses to incorporate inflation into prices. TCCI demanded that a strong efficiency
factor should be incorporated into the formula with which energy prices will be indexed
under the vesting contract. TCCI are concerned that the use of the strike price as put
forward would effectively apply a regulated price for 9 years for small retail customers
(from OTTER’s 1999 decision through to 2007).

Yallourn Energy was similarly concerned with the strike price in the vesting contract,
believing that the vesting contract will fix wholesale electricity prices for franchise
customers until 2007 and MI customers until 2015. Only 10 and 50 per cent of the
Tasmanian electricity market will be contestable in 2003 and 2007 respectively.
Yallourn claimed that this is in stark contrast to other jurisdictions in the NEM, which
will have had full retail contestability for 5 years (or over 10 years in the case of MI
customers) by 2007.

3.3 Commission’s considerations

The applicant argued that there are two broad sources of public benefits arising from
the vesting contract.  First, the applicant argues that the vesting contract must be
viewed as integral to the energy reforms in Tasmania and therefore the public benefits
of that reform program.  Second, the applicant argued that there are a number of
specific public benefits resulting from the vesting contract, including the fact that it
will: establish an orderly entry to the NEM; manage the financial and hydrological risks
for Hydro Tasmania, Aurora and, as owner, the Tasmanian Government; protect
Aurora and its franchise customers from volatile wholesale prices; establish an efficient
strike price; and provide the incentive for Hydro to bid low into the wholesale pool
given its highly contracted position.

At the same time, the applicant argued that any anti-competitive detriment would be
small.  Indeed, the Government argued that competition is unlikely to occur without the
energy reforms, and that the vesting contract is a central feature of the reform
framework because it establishes a transition path to future competition.  

The applicant concluded that the public benefits associated with the vesting contract
were greater than the anti-competitive detriments.

In contrast to these views, interested parties argued that the vesting contract did indeed
have significant detriments in that it would stifle competition over a lengthy transition
period.  In particular, interested parties argued that the combination of the non-
contestable vesting contract and the MI customer contracts would limit the ability for
new retailers and generators to enter the Tasmanian market, even out until their expiry
in 2007.

Following the Commission’s draft determination a number of participants raised
concerns about the Tasmanian Government’s commitment to implement its reform
policies. They called for more certainty and a “firming up” of the arrangements to
ensure that the enhancements to the framework that had been developed in the lead up
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to the draft determination would in fact be implemented. The Commission considered
this approach but when faced with the Government’s desire to maintain flexibility in
the arrangements, the Commission concluded that it must also weigh up any
uncertainty in the arrangements, and whether, if implemented, the arrangements will be
enough to promote competition in the Tasmanian market. Further, as neither the
proposed energy reform framework nor Basslink is the subject of authorisation, it is
difficult to see how the Commission, in any event, could have imposed such conditions.

On this basis, the Commission believes that it is not appropriate to place significant
weight on any public benefits that are associated with the reform package as a whole.
Instead, the Commission has assessed the public benefits and anti-competitive
detriments that specifically relate to the vesting contract. 

Orderly entry to the NEM

In its application, the Tasmanian Government argued that the vesting contract will
facilitate, in a number of ways, an orderly transition from a regulated electricity market
to a competitive and disaggregated market. 

First, the applicant argued that a phasing-in of retail market competition enables market
participants to adjust to the new arrangements.  

Second, the applicant argued that the vesting contract will provide a degree of certainty
to Hydro Tasmania’s revenues through the introduction of retail contestability.  The
applicant argued that the vesting contract will, therefore, assist in managing the
budgetary impact of the energy reforms on the Government and the Tasmanian
community more generally.  

Third, the applicant argued that the vesting contract will provide Aurora with a hedge
in the circumstances where it supplies non-contestable customers at a regulated price
but at a time when wholesale prices will be volatile.

While interested parties did not dispute these arguments, they did dispute the proposed
duration of the vesting contract and its coverage.  These latter issues are assessed in the
section below.

In the Commission’s earlier assessments of the NSW and South Australian vesting
contracts, the Commission accepted the argument that vesting contracts play an
important role in facilitating the transition of those jurisdictions’ entry to the NEM.  

In the context of the Tasmanian vesting contract, the Commission also accepts the
proposition that vesting contracts provide public benefits by facilitating the transition of
Tasmania’s entry to the NEM.  In particular, the Commission accepts that vesting
contracts are a transitional tool that can be used to protect incumbent retailers from
volatile wholesale spot prices while being obliged to supply electricity to franchise
customers on regulated tariffs. Clearly without some sort of hedging instrument to
protect it, Aurora could face financial difficulties if wholesale spot prices rose above
that anticipated when setting the retail price cap. Such a situation existed in California
and had disastrous financial consequences for energy retailers with consequential
impacts on the economy as a whole.
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The Commission accepts that the vesting contract’s role in managing the transition to a
competitive electricity market provides a public benefit.  However, the Commission
does not believe that these public benefits continue beyond the transitional term.
Indeed, the Commission believes that using vesting contracts over the longer term can
prevent the development of market based mechanisms and thus can delay the benefits
promised by electricity reform.  Issues associated with the duration of the contract are
discussed below.

Duration of the vesting contract

A number of arguments were presented to the Commission regarding the duration of
the vesting contract and of the Tasmanian contestability timetable.

On the one hand, the Tasmanian Government contends that retail contestability will
bring competition benefits to electricity consumers in Tasmania by allowing customers
to choose their electricity supplier. The applicant argue that retail contestability will
bring competition to the electricity retail market and ensure that Aurora Energy, the
current Government owned electricity retailer in Tasmania, is placed on a level playing
field with new entrants and is not given any competition advantages or disadvantages.

The applicant argued that such a significant change to the way the electricity market
operates in Tasmania needs to be implemented in an orderly way. The timetable
approach is said to provide an appropriate period of time for Tasmania’s electricity
entities to adjust to the new market conditions. Furthermore, the applicant argued that
customers need time to choose an appropriate supplier. Retailers also need time to
establish appropriate marketing strategies to win contestable customers. The applicant
argued that other jurisdictions in the NEM are implementing full retail competition in a
similar fashion and over a similar period of time.

The applicant argued that while Basslink and NEM entry will provide benefits to
Tasmania and the mainland, it will also change the risk facing the Tasmanian electricity
businesses and, as a consequence, facing the State budget.  The applicant argued that
the vesting contract provides a degree of revenue certainty to Hydro Tasmania and
stability to the Tasmanian budget.

On the other hand, interested parties argued that Tasmania is likely to be the last
jurisdiction to enter the NEM and that market participants in Tasmania will be able to
learn from the experience of market participants in the other jurisdictions that have
already introduced retail contestability.  Moreover, under the proposed timetable, many
customers in Tasmania will not be contestable when their counterparts in other
jurisdictions will have been contestable for several years.

The arguments of the applicant and the interested parties highlight two separate, but
inter-related, aspects of the transition path to a contestable electricity market in
Tasmania: that is, the duration of the contestability timetable and the duration of the
vesting contract.

The Commission accepts the arguments of interested parties that a lengthy transition
period in Tasmania will delay the benefits that consumers can derive from a
competitive electricity market.  However, the Commission also accepts the applicant’s
arguments for a measured approach to phasing in retail competition.  
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On the balance of these arguments the Commission believes that the public benefits of
a measured approach to retail contestability are sufficient to not warrant the imposition
of conditions seeking to alter the contestability timetable as proposed by the Tasmanian
Government.  Indeed, the Commission believes that many of the benefits from retail
contestability may not be realised if it is introduced too quickly or without adequate
preparation by market participants and customers.

Nevertheless, while a transition period for retail contestability can be justified, the
Commission believes that a vesting contract transition period out till 2007 is excessive
at this time.  In particular, the Commission is concerned that vesting contracts do not
provide incentives for market participants to seek market based contractual
arrangements.  This is a view that the Commission currently holds on the proposed
Tasmanian vesting contract, but it is also the view that the Commission has held on the
vesting contracts in the other jurisdictions.

The Commission believes that for a volatile electricity market to function efficiently,
there needs to be a liquid contract market to enable participants to hedge their positions
and therefore to effectively manage these risks.  To some extent, vesting contracts fulfil
this need for incumbent government generators and retailers.  However, these vesting
contracts exclude new entrant and privately owned generators and retailers.  

While vesting contracts only cover the non-contestable load (from which new entrants
are excluded from supplying), their existence does, however, have spill-over impacts,
as they will tend to reduce liquidity in the remaining contract market.  The Commission
believes that this is likely to be a particular problem in the context of the Tasmanian
market as the proposed vesting contract is a load following contract.  In these
circumstances, Hydro Tasmania, and not Aurora, will bear the risk of a fluctuating non-
contestable load.  It would be anticipated that Hydro Tasmania would attempt to
manage this risk by reducing its contract position in comparison to that it would
otherwise hold.  If Hydro Tasmania adopted more conservative approach to its contract
position, this would limit a new entrant’s ability to hedge risks associated with
supplying contestable customers.  Without effective competition, it would be unlikely
that the newly contestable customers would secure a competitively priced electricity
supply contract.

Consequently, the Commission accepts that the proposed vesting contract will provide
public benefits by allowing Hydro Tasmania and Aurora to manage some of the risks
they will face in the transition to retail contestability.  However, the Commission also
believes that this public benefit is likely to be achieved at the expense of new entrant
retailers and their ability to gain energy supply contracts and their ability to manage the
risks of trading in Tasmania.

The Commission believes that the balance of the public benefits and the anti-
competitive detriments would be improved if the duration of the vesting contract was
limited to the end of the second tranche of the retail contestability timetable – initially
anticipated to be 30 September 2005 (see condition C4.1).

Volume coverage of vesting contract 

Currently, the Tasmanian electricity market is in a balanced demand and supply
position.  That is, Hydro Tasmania’s existing capacity is just capable of meeting, in the
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longer term, current levels of demand (this excludes Bell Bay Power Station which
operates as an emergency generator at times when water storage levels are low and at a
loss at current price levels).  Consequently, Hydro Tasmania’s obligations to supply
largely match its capacity to meet those obligations.  

Hydro Tasmania’s heavily contracted position will continue in the period leading up to
the commissioning of Basslink and in the early years of Tasmania’s contestability
timetable.  For instance, at the time when the first tranche of customers become
contestable, Hydro Tasmania will be contracted for at least 86 per cent of Tasmania’s
load (and a similar level for its long term supply capacity).  The vesting contract places
90 per cent of Aurora’s franchise load with Hydro Tasmania, and the contract includes
an option for Aurora to increase the coverage up to 100 per cent.  In addition, Hydro
Tasmania also has an obligation to supply Aurora’s major industrial (MI) customer
contracts into the future.  The franchise load is estimated to be around 40 per cent of
total load while the MI contracts are estimated to account for 50 per cent of total load
(see Figure 3.1). Consequently, Hydro Tasmania will effectively be contracted to a total
of approximately 90 per cent of total load if Aurora chooses to vest 100 per cent of
their franchise load with Hydro.  Alternatively, Hydro Tasmania will be contracted to
approximately 86 per cent of total load if Aurora chooses to vest 90 per cent of their
franchise load with Hydro and 10 per cent with another generator.

The combination of the non-contestable vesting contract and the MI contracts has two
implications.  First, on the basis of these two sets of contracts alone, Hydro Tasmania
will be in a heavily contracted position.  Hydro Tasmania may even go into an “over
contracted” position by the time it exports electricity to the mainland over the Basslink
interconnector.  Hydro Tasmania could meet these obligations in a number of ways,
including: by temporarily lifting production by drawing down on their water storages,
or by meeting their contract commitments by purchasing electricity from other
generators either through the pool or on contract.

Second, new entrant generators, including those seeking to export electricity from the
mainland into Tasmania, will have limited opportunities to contract with customers or
retailers.  These new entrant generators will be able to compete to supply the
contestable customers, which increases from 10 per cent of Tasmanian load in 2003/04
to around 50 per cent in 2007/08.  The new entrant generators will be able to compete
with Hydro Tasmania to supply 10 per cent of Aurora’s non-contestable load, which
decreases in line with the contestability timetable. New entrant generators will also be
able to contract with Hydro Tasmania in order to offset its anticipated “over
contracted” position. 

The applicant and interested parties expressed opposing views on whether Hydro
Tasmania’s contract position was likely to be a positive or negative feature of the
Tasmanian market.

On the one hand, the Tasmanian Government argued that to ensure they are dispatched,
generators will tend to bid low for volumes covered by contracts.  The Tasmanian
Government argued that this would be beneficial as it would create an incentive for low
prices in the early stages of the market.
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On the other hand, interested parties argued that the combination of the vesting and MI
contracts will protect the positions of Aurora and Hydro Tasmania and will ensure that
there is little or no competition in Tasmania for many years.

The Commission believes that there is significant uncertainty related to the way Hydro
will bid into the market and furthermore, the Commission is not certain that Hydro
Tasmania will maintain its highly contracted position which might otherwise force it to
bid low in the early stages of the NEM’s operation in Tasmania.  For instance, it is
possible that Hydro Tasmania could contract with new entrant generators in order to
increase its exposure to the pool.  Under such circumstances, Hydro Tasmania may
change its bid strategy given its altered exposure to the pool.  Consequently, the
Commission is uncertain whether the benefits that the Tasmanian Government ascribes
to Hydro’s proposed contract position will be realised.

The contract position of Hydro Tasmania has implications for both new retail and new
generation entrants in the Tasmanian market. New retailers entering the market will be
likely to seek contractual cover from an on-island generator. The most obvious choice
is Hydro Tasmania. However, Hydro Tasmania will be heavily contracted, and may
even be in an over contracted position.  In such circumstances, the new entrant retailer
may find it difficult to get contract coverage for the contestable loads.  While these
retailers may be able to contract for electricity supply across the Basslink
interconnector, given the lack of firmness in the hedging instruments and some
uncertainty in the way it will be bid, this may be a risky and therefore more costly
proposition.  The prospect of a tight contract market in Tasmania would also make it
difficult for the incumbent retailer, Aurora, to also supply the newly contestable loads
at the prevailing price levels.

Similarly, generators seeking to enter the market may find it difficult to secure
customers to supply.  As indicated above, upon the commencement of retail
contestability this market may be as low as 10 per cent of the Tasmanian load.  In
addition to this small, albeit growing, market share, new entrant generators may also
have the opportunity to sell electricity to Hydro Tasmania in the event that it was in an
“over contracted” position.  These sales could occur directly through contracts or
indirectly through sales to, and Hydro Tasmania purchases from, the pool.  

The Commission believes that such a prospective outlook for new entrant generators is
unlikely to be particularly encouraging for entry and, therefore, of vigorous competition
in the Tasmanian region of the NEM.  Decreasing the volume coverage of the vesting
contract will increase the ability of new generators to compete with Hydro to supply
Aurora’s non-contestable load provided that the structure of the market does not
discourage new entrants.  In reducing Hydro Tasmania’s contract position it would also
reduce the likelihood that new entrant generators would have to deal directly with
Hydro, their main competitor in that region.

However, reducing Aurora’s vesting contract coverage would come at the cost of
exposing Aurora to greater risks in supplying its non-contestable customers at a
regulated price through energy purchases from a volatile spot or contract market.
Reducing Hydro Tasmania’s contract to supply Aurora’s non-contestable customers
may not actually increase Hydro’s willingness to contract with new entrant retailers
given their already heavily contracted position. Moreover, reducing Aurora’s and
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Hydro Tasmania’s vesting contract coverage may also reduce the other public benefits
associated with the phasing-in of retail contestability.

Given these concerns, the Tasmanian Government has indicated to the Commission
that it is willing to amend the coverage of the vesting contract in order to create greater
commercial opportunities for new entrant retailers and generators.  The Tasmanian
Government’s proposal is to reduce the volume coverage of the non-contestable vesting
contract to 90 per cent of the non-contestable load. Further, that Aurora have the option
to reduce the volume coverage of the vesting contract to below 90 per cent of the non-
contestable load and down to a minimum of 75 per cent of the non-contestable load.
Once Aurora has exercised its option to reduce the volume coverage of the vesting
contract, it would not have an option to increase it above that level at a later date.

This proposal is in contrast to the currently proposed vesting contract where 100 per
cent of Aurora’s non-contestable load is vested with Hydro Tasmania and Aurora has
an option to reduce this down to 90 per cent of the non-contestable load.

The Commission believes that the revised approach provides a better balance to the
public benefits and anti-competitive detriments on the basis that new entrant generators
have the potential to supply at least 10 per cent, and up to 25 per cent, of the non-
contestable load.  While this approach exposes Aurora to greater risks, these are limited
to the 10 per cent of the non-contestable load that is not covered by the vesting
contract. Aurora would not be exposed to increased risks if it exercised its option to
reduce its coverage down to 75 per cent of the non-contestable load.  It could be
anticipated that Aurora would only exercise this option if the replacement contract’s
terms and conditions were more favourable than those in the vesting contract.

In order to achieve this better balance, the Commission will impose a condition of
authorisation requiring Tasmania’s non-contestable vesting contract to be amended as
set out above (see condition C4.2).

Strike price

There were clearly differing views presented to the Commission concerning the strike
price of the proposed vesting contract.  On the one hand, the applicant argued that the
strike price is efficient as it sits above the marginal cost of existing generation but
below a new entrant price.  Conversely, some interested parties argued the strike price
will maintain Tasmanian industry’s existing electricity price disadvantages with some
of the mainland states, and that the CPI indexing proposal will further erode their
competitive position.

Establishing a strike price for a supply contract in a volatile market such as the NEM is
difficult even at the best of times.  However, to do so in advance of that market
commencing is even more difficult given there is no real experience on which to base
price forecasts.  In assessing vesting contracts in the NSW and South Australian
context, the Commission has been keen to ensure that the strike prices are not so high
as to artificially encourage new entrant generators or limit the ability of non-contestable
customers in sharing some of the benefits of electricity reform.  For instance, the
Commission authorised:
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 the NSW vesting contract subject to the condition that the weighted average
contract price was adjusted to an outcome no higher than $40MWh;  and

 the South Australian vesting contracts on the condition that the average price
outcome for franchise customers should be below $40MWh from 1 February 2000.

On this basis, the Tasmanian vesting contract strike price of $39.675, based on
OTTER’s price determination of 1999, is lower than that applied by the Commission in
both the NSW and South Australian authorisations.

Consequently, the Commission believes that the strike price included in the Tasmanian
vesting contract is not unduly high and is largely consistent with the vesting contract
prices in other jurisdictions.

3.4 Conclusions

The Commission believes that the public benefits associated with the non-contestable
vesting contract are significant, particularly the argument that the vesting contract
provides a mechanism to manage the transition to a deregulated electricity market. The
Commission has also concluded that the strike price is not unduly high and is largely
consistent with the vesting contract prices in other jurisdictions. 

However, the Commission does not believe that these public benefits continue beyond
the transitional term.  Indeed, the Commission believes that using vesting contracts
over the longer term can prevent the development of market based mechanisms and
thus can delay the benefits promised by electricity reform.  In addition, the Commission
believes that the vesting contract, as proposed, will limit the ability of retailers and
generators to enter the Tasmanian market and to vigorously compete with the
incumbents to supply Tasmanian customers. 

As mentioned above, the Commission believes that the balance of the public benefits
would out-weigh the anti-competitive detriments if the vesting contract were amended.

First, if the duration of the vesting contract was limited to the end of the second tranche
of the retail contestability timetable – initially anticipated to be 30 September 2005.

Second, if the volume coverage of the non-contestable vesting contract was reduced to
90 per cent of the non-contestable load with Aurora having the option to reduce this
further down to a minimum of 75 per cent of the non-contestable load.  Once Aurora
has exercised its option to reduce the volume coverage of the vesting contract, it should
not have an option to increase it above that level at a later date.

The Commission believes that by imposing conditions of authorisation the public
benefits of the proposed vesting contract will outweigh the anti-competitive detriments
associated with the non-contestable vesting contract.

Given Tasmania’s desire to enter the NEM and the fact that the State can seek coverage
from the existing authorisation of the National Electricity Code, the Commission
believes that the anti-competitive detriments that the non-contestable vesting contract
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will add to the arrangements is in fact small and is outweighed by the public benefit of
facilitating a smooth transition to a deregulated market.

However, whether the market structure, which includes the vesting contract, is
sufficient to encourage entrants in either the generation or retail market in Tasmania
remains to be seen. The Commission is of the view that the market structure with which
Tasmania enters the NEM, the arrangements that will govern the bidding of Basslink
and the sell-down of the IRRs across Basslink will have a much larger impact on the
likelihood of new entrants entering the Tasmanian market.

The Tasmanian Government has made a number of commitments to implement
strategies to address the significant competition concerns that the Commission raised
with it prior to the draft determination. The Commission believes that these policies are
very important in assisting effective competition to develop in Tasmania, and in
minimising the anti-competitive detriments that are likely to occur in Tasmania as a
result of its NEM entry. However, the policies themselves are a matter for Government
and therefore the effectiveness of the total package of arrangements is also a matter for
the Tasmanian Government in the future. The Government has stated its willingness to
address issues in the future but has also argued its need to control the arrangements and
maintain flexibility to change them if necessary. The Commission has concerns about
the ongoing flexibility of the arrangements and the uncertainty that this signals to the
market. However, the market structure and additional commitments proposed are not
matters before the Commission for determination.
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4. Vesting contract determination

After consideration of the issues raised by market participants and by the applicant the
Commission concludes that, subject to the conditions set out below, in all the
circumstances, the Tasmanian non-contestable vesting contract:

• is likely to result in a benefit to the public which outweighs the potential detriment
from any lessening of competition that would result if the proposed conduct or
arrangements were made, or engaged in ; and

• is likely to result in such a benefit to the public that the proposed conduct or
arrangements should be allowed to take place or be arrived at, as the case may be.

The Commission therefore grants authorisation to applications A80010 and
A80011.The Commission proposes to limit the period of the authorisations to 31 March
2007.  This period of time will allow for limited slippage in Tasmania’s contestability
timetable and therefore the end date of the vesting contract.

The Commission’s authorisation is granted subject to the following conditions:

C4.1 The term of the vesting contract must cease at the end of the second
tranche of Tasmania’s retail contestability timetable and no later than 31
March 2007.

C4.2 The non-contestable vesting contract must be amended by reducing the
volume coverage to 90 per cent of the non-contestable load from the
commencement of Basslink commercial operations and providing that
Aurora must have an option to reduce this down to a minimum of 75 per
cent of the non-contestable load.  Once Aurora has exercised its option to
reduce the volume coverage of the vesting contract, it should not have an
option to increase it above that level at a later date.
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5 Derogations

On entry to the NEM, each of the participating jurisdictions established a transition
path taking the electricity supply industry from the pre-existing arrangements to the
uniform arrangements of the NEM.  The transition path took the form of a set of
derogations and were included in Chapter 9 of the Code.  The derogations were largely
aimed at a range of technical or economic issues.  The majority of the derogations will
have expired by the end of 2002.  Market participants can seek derogations for
technical matters under Chapter 8 of the Code.

5.1 The applicant’s arguments

The applicant claimed that the derogations are a central part of the energy reform
framework and actually facilitate the transition to NEM entry. The energy reform
framework includes Tasmanian’s entry into the NEM, the Tasmanian Natural Gas
Project, and Basslink. The Government stated that this reform framework will secure
Tasmania’s economic future through the provision of alternative generation sources to
meet current and future demand for both natural gas and low-cost electricity. The
framework consists of major works that will stimulate the economy and provide
protection from possible stranding of government assets. 

Public benefits

The applicant argued that the benefits from the overall energy reform framework are
relevant as public benefits in considering the derogations.  The applicant summarised
these public benefits as:

1. Construction of Basslink will provide a reliable and flexible electricity supply
response to meet Tasmania’s changing electricity needs at competitive cost;

2. Basslink will provide a cost-effective means of mitigating against both the physical
and financial aspects of hydrological risk, as well as reducing the exposure of the
State-owned electricity businesses and the State budget to the risk associated with
the State’s narrow electricity customer profile;

3. Basslink will allow realisation of the synergies available from interconnecting
Tasmania’s energy constrained hydro system with the capacity constrained largely
thermal Victorian system, both in terms of improving security of supply and in
electricity prices;

4. Basslink will provide a cost-effective additional source of electricity to meet peak
demand requirements in the Victorian region of the NEM, enabling Victoria’s
projected reserve margin shortfall to be met;

5. There are very significant benefits for Victorian customers in the form of lower spot
prices;

6. Basslink will facilitate the development of Tasmania’s wind resource and assist
Australia in meeting its greenhouse gas commitments;
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7. The Tasmanian energy reform framework enables Tasmania to enter the NEM and
introduce workable and sustainable competition in the electricity generation and
retailing sectors using a well-known and accepted regulatory regime.  The public
benefits of the introduction of competition in generation and retailing are well
known and documented;

8. The Tasmanian energy reform framework provides a robust framework for further
investment in the Tasmanian electricity industry and in Tasmania generally, by
linking electricity prices in Tasmania with those in the NEM and producing a
workable and sustainable regulatory framework for competition and new entry;

9. As an investment project, Basslink provides a significant positive impact on the
Tasmanian, Victorian and national economies in the construction and operation
phases.

In addition to the public benefits resulting from the overall energy reform framework,
the applicant identified a number of specific public benefits associated with the
derogations.  The applicant claimed that the derogations listed below are essential to
the smooth transition to a competitive electricity market in Tasmania, and that their
purpose is to protect the interests of existing investors and the community as a whole
by providing continuity from the current regulatory system in Tasmania.

The applicant argued that a suitable transition period must be established to provide
certainty within the industry and community, and allow the Government to manage the
budgetary impact of the industry changes. The derogations are also said to provide a
step by step approach to change which will allow market participants time to adjust to
market factors, as well as maintaining the security of Tasmania’s electricity supply.

Whilst the applicant acknowledged the national goal of achieving a harmonised NEM
as soon as possible, the applicant claimed that the derogations as proposed have been
restricted to the shortest amount of time possible while still achieving the benefits
mentioned above. The period of time for which the applicant seeks authorisation for
these derogations is claimed to be consistent with that agreed to when the Commission
considered other jurisdiction’s derogations when they joined the NEM. Furthermore,
the applicant argued that the Tasmanian electricity market is sufficiently unique that
authorisation of the Tasmanian derogation until 2007 will not provide a precedent for
further delays to harmonisation in the rest of the NEM, despite the fact that the
timetable proposed for the Tasmanian derogations stretches well beyond the end date
for other jurisdictional derogations. 

The applicant also argued that there are public benefits of authorisation of the
derogations at this time in order to give certainty to the rest of the reform framework
including the Basslink project and the Tasmanian Natural Gas Project, which will bring
reticulated gas on-shore in Tasmania. 

Anti-competitive detriment

The applicant argued that where detriments can be identified, those detriments are
significantly outweighed by the public benefits.
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5.2 List of Derogations

The Tasmanian Government included in their application wording for the derogations
drafted by Mallesons Stephen Jaques (MSJ). The derogations are to be included in
Chapter 9 of the National Electricity Code (NEC). Each derogation is listed below in
the same order as they appear in the MSJ draft. Summary arguments made by the
Tasmanian Government on behalf of the applicant NECA and comments made by other
market participants in submissions are listed under each derogation. 

In response to submissions on the proposed derogations the Tasmanian Government
has indicated to the Commission that it is willing to amend its derogations.  However,
rather than amending the original applications, the Commission has imposed a number
of conditions to incorporate these and a number of other changes to the derogations.

The Commission’s considerations of the derogations are included below.

5.2.1 Introduction and code supervision derogations

Validity of certain actions taken prior to Transition Date 

The applicant’s arguments

The applicant argued that as Tasmania is not currently a participating jurisdiction in the
NEM, a derogation is needed to permit NECA, NEMMCO, Code participants and
future Code participants for the purposes of Tasmania, to carry out actions in
anticipation of the NEC coming into effect in Tasmania.

The applicant believes this derogation will ensure that actions that take place in
anticipation of the Code will be treated as though they have been undertaken in
accordance with the Code when it takes effect in Tasmania. The example given in the
Tasmanian Government submission is that there is no provision allowing NEMMCO to
establish initial marginal loss factors before Tasmania joins the NEM, but clearly, this
function needs to be carried out prior to Tasmania joining the NEM as a participating
jurisdiction. A similar provision was included in the NEC before market start.

The Tasmanian Government have subsequently suggested that these derogations also
refer to the ACCC to allow it to undertake any preparatory work in anticipation of
Tasmania joining the NEM.

Comment in submissions

The submissions received did not contain adverse comments on this particular clause.
All submissions supported the general principle of Tasmania joining the NEM.
However, opinion varied on the details of the proposal. The issues of contention are
discussed in detail in other parts of this document.

The Commission’s considerations

The Commission accepts the need to provide a mechanism by which future Code
participants may undertake various activities to facilitate the transition of Tasmania
becoming a participating jurisdiction in the NEM. The Commission agrees with the
applicant that this derogation will facilitate a smooth transition to the NEM and the
inclusion of the Commission in this list will aid this process (see condition C5.1). 
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5.2.2 Definitions and interpretation derogations

Definitions and interpretation

This derogation describes the meaning of words that are not used in the Code but are
used throughout the Tasmanian derogations.  While the applicant did not include
comments supporting the definitions, their inclusion will ensure that the meaning of
each derogation is clear. 

Comments in submissions

NEMMCO staff asked for further clarification of some definitions included in the
derogations. NEMMCO recommended a number of changes to the definitions (see
below).  In response, the Tasmanian Government has suggested revising the
interpretation derogation (cl. 9.42.2(b)) to include a reference to the Tasmanian
Determination on Power System Frequency Operating Standards as well as an
additional definition relating to price control regulations:

Definitions

Column 1 Column 2

Basslink The project for the interconnection, by
means of a DC electricity transmission
link, of the Victorian and Tasmanian
transmission systems.

Determination on Power System Frequency
Operating Standards

The Determination on Power System
Frequency Operating Standards issues by
the Reliability and Network Planning
Panel in December 1999.

Price Control Regulations The Electricity Supply Industry (Price
Control) Regulations made under the ESI
Act.

Tasmanian Determination on Power System
Frequency Operating Standards

The Determination on Power System
Frequency Operating Standards issued by
the Tasmanian Reliability and Network
Planning Panel in December 1999.

Tasmanian Network Service Provider A person who is a Network Service
Provider within the meaning of the
Tasmanian Code. in respect of a network
located in Tasmania (including the
Network Service Provider in respect of
Basslink).

Tasmanian power system security and
reliability standards

The standards governing power system
security and reliability of the power system
located in Tasmania determined by the
Reliability and Network Planning Panel in
accordance with the Tasmanian Code,
including the Tasmanian Determination on
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Power System Frequency Operating
Standards and the standards for capacity
reserves.

Tasmanian System Controller The person for the time being appointed in
accordance with the ESI Act to exercise
system control over the a power system in
Tasmania. 

Third Tranche Commencement Date The day which the Minister notifies
NEMMCO is the day on which customers
taking an amount of electricity equal to or
in excess of 0.75GWh/yr and less than
4GWh/yr at a connection point in
Tasmania first become contestable
customers (with the meaning of the ESI
Act).

Interpretation

In this Part H:

(a) a reference to a statute, ordinance, code or other law includes regulations and
other instruments under it and any consolidations, amendments, re-enactments
or replacements of any of them;

(b) a reference to an agreement or another instrument (including the Tasmanian
Determination Power System Frequency Operating Standards) includes any
variation or replacement of any of them;

(c) the singular includes the plural and vice versa;

(d) if a period of time is specified and dates from or to a given day or the day of an
act or event, it is to be calculated exclusive of that day; and

(e) for the avoidance of doubt, references to Tasmania in this Part H do not include
King Island or Flinders Island (unless the context otherwise requires).

The Commission’s considerations

The Commission has not identified any anti-competitive detriments associated with this
derogation but believes that the suggested changes will clarify the meaning and
interpretation of the derogations and will thereby enhance the public benefits of the
derogations (see condition C5.2 and C5.3).

National grid, power system and related expressions

The applicant’s arguments

The Tasmanian Government had originally indicated that the NEM would commence
either six months after, or six months before, the commissioning of Basslink.  The
Government has subsequently confirmed the proposed NEM start date to six months
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prior to Basslink being commissioned. This change requires a revision to Tasmania’s
derogations, including a new derogation. The wording for the new derogation is
discussed below.

Comment in submissions

A number of submissions queried why Tasmania had elected to join the NEM after
Basslink was operational. For instance, in the case of Queensland, NEMMCO began
coordinating pricing and dispatch before the region was physically connected to the
NEM.

Since lodging the derogations, the Tasmanian Government has brought forward
Tasmania’s entry into the NEM to six months before Basslink is operational. This
change will allow the market mechanisms to operate in the region before it becomes
physically joined to the national grid and is able to participate in interregional trade.
This change provides a staged entry into the NEM consistent with the approach taken
in other jurisdictions such as Queensland.

In order to facilitate this change in timing of Tasmania’s entry into the NEM, a
derogation is needed to clarify the treatment of the Tasmanian network before it is
physically connected to the mainland and thereby part of the “national grid” and
“power system”. The wording of the derogation as suggested by the Tasmanian
Government is as follows:

“Notwithstanding anything else in this Code, but subject to the other provisions of this
Part H, on and from the Transition Date:

(a) the connected transmission systems and distribution systems located in
Tasmania are to be treated as forming part of the national grid and the
interconnected transmission and distribution network; and

(b) the electricity power system located in Tasmania, including associated
generation and transmission and distribution networks for the supply of
electricity are to be treated as forming part of the power system and the
electricity system,

even if they are not connected to a network or networks in other participating
jurisdictions.”

The Commission’s considerations

The Commission considers that the decision to apply the NEC in the Tasmanian region
before Basslink is operational will provide existing Tasmanian market participants with
more time to become familiar with the workings and rules of the market before being
involved in the complicated issues surrounding interregional trade. This change would
also address the concerns raised by interested parties surrounding the earlier proposal to
delay NEM start in Tasmania.

The Commission believes that an earlier NEM start in Tasmania, and amendments to
Tasmania’s derogations to facilitate this change will enhance the public benefits
associated with Tasmanian’s proposed derogation (see condition C5.4).
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5.2.3 Code participants and registration derogations

Customers 

The applicant’s arguments

Clause 2.3.1(e) of the NEC states that customers can participate in the spot market and
purchase electricity from the pool provided that they satisfy the requirements of each
participating jurisdiction for classification of a connection point. 

This derogation from clause 2.3.1 states that the jurisdictional requirements for
Tasmania are that each customer must hold a Retail License or meet the requirements
for a contestable customer under Tasmania’s ESI Act. The retail contestability
timetable established by the Tasmania Government determines when customers
become contestable and are able to purchase electricity from someone other than
Aurora.

Comment in submissions

The submissions supported a phase-in of retail contestability in Tasmania. However, a
number of submissions raised concerns that the timetable for retail contestability in its
current form is too long. Under the proposed timetable many customers in Tasmania
will not be contestable when their counterparts in other jurisdictions will have been
contestable for several years. Similarly, several market participants believed that the
customer base in Tasmania is too small to warrant a four-year transition period (see
Chapter 3 for a further discussion of this issue). 

The Commission’s considerations

The purpose of clause 2.3.1(e) of the NEC is to allow each State Government flexibility
to introduce contestability in line with a given timetable. While Tasmania’s lengthy
retail contestability timetable will delay benefits of reform from reaching smaller
customers, the Commission nevertheless acknowledges that it is the responsibility of
each Government to determine the timing of such a timetable. 

5.2.4 Market rules derogations

Tasmanian Region 

The applicant’s arguments

The NEC states that for the purposes of conducting a spot market, the market is to be
divided into regions specified by NEMMCO and approved by NECA. A region is
specified as being an area served by a particular part of the transmission network
containing one or more major load centres, generation centres or both.

The applicant, through a derogation, has specified Tasmania to be a single region in the
NEM (not including areas outside of Tasmania) with a regional node at George Town
Substation.

The applicant argued that the purpose of this derogation is to minimise changes and
price shocks to Tasmanian consumers during the transition to the national market. The
derogation will cease operation when all customers become contestable in Tasmania. In
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the meantime, the specification of Tasmania as one region will maintain a single price
across Tasmania subject to different offers made by alternative retailers. 

The applicant argued that Tasmania is historically used to paying single tariffs across
the State and that the introduction of more than one region would result in unnecessary
price differences between regions and therefore provide further shocks as part of the
roll out of contestability.

The applicant argued that:

… to introduce the possibility of regional price variations as a result of multiple regions
at the same time as introducing contestability would unduly complicate supply
negotiations for both customers and their potential suppliers. This factor, combined
with the lack of significant market history for operation with multiple regions, would
be likely to result in a bias in any supply negotiations towards the incumbent retailer,
thereby reducing potential competition for contestable customers.12

The applicant argued that the size of the Tasmanian market and the inter-relationship
between hydro storage facilities across Tasmania is likely to make the operation of
more than a single region unduly complicated. 

Comment in submissions

There were no comments in submissions regarding the specification of Tasmania as a
single region.

The Commission’s considerations

The Commission is sympathetic to the argument put by the applicant in terms of
limited market history in Tasmania leading to a bias towards the incumbent retailer.
However, the Commission is concerned that this derogation is proposed to remain until
2007. All of the other jurisdictions entered the NEM on the basis of a single region and
on the basis that after a limited period, multiple regions could be created based on
network constraints. The Commission believes that Tasmania’s entry to the NEM
should be consistent with other jurisdiction’s entry. That is, the Commission believes
there are significant public benefits in having NEM regions determined on a uniform
basis after an initial transition period.

The Commission believes that an appropriate balance could be achieved if Tasmania’s
region derogation ceased at the end of the second tranche of the retail contestability
timetable (see condition C5.5).

Administration of PASA (medium and short term)

The applicant’s arguments

The applicant argued that the term ‘energy constraint’ included in the NEC does not
adequately take account of likely constraints on the generation capacity of Hydro
Tasmania. The applicant argued that the hydrological capacity of Tasmania’s hydro

                                                

12 Tasmanian Framework for Participation in the National Electricity Market – Derogations Submission,
State of Tasmania, November 2000, Pg 17.
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generating system is likely to be a significant constraint on generation. The applicant
argued that this situation is quite different to the mainland where constraints are more
usually defined in terms of the capability of the network or a generating unit. In
contrast, Tasmania’s water storage levels and the distribution of water between storage
facilities will impact on Hydro Tasmania’s generation capacity.

The applicant argued that the derogation will provide a PASA that recognises all
relevant dimensions of actual and potential energy constraints on the Tasmanian
system. The applicant also suggested that because this derogation is not transitional in
nature, it may require a Code change.

Comment in submissions

A number of submissions highlighted a change in PASA as a concern. Most of these
submissions suggested that rather than adjusting the data required to make it relevant
for circumstances in Tasmania, the Tasmanian data should be changed to make it
relevant for the rest of the NEM. It was also suggested that Tasmanian water storage
data could be displayed in addition to PASA information and published in a Tasmanian
or national context. Alternatively, submissions suggested that the Tasmanian system
could translate water storage levels into energy constraint data that matched the data
provided by other NEM participants. 

NEMMCO’s submission highlighted some uncertainties in the proposed derogation.
NEMMCO was unsure whether the derogation proposed that Tasmanian market
participants will have to submit both ‘energy constraints’ and ‘water storage levels’ or
whether they have the discretion as to which they provide to NEMMCO.

NEMMCO argued that it is not in a position to analyse data concerning water storage
levels and it does not have a relevant model through which it can convert such data into
meaningful capacity information. For information regarding water storage levels to be
useful for PASA, it needs to be converted into capacity or energy availability before it
is submitted to NEMMCO. This is the approach taken by other hydro generating
systems such as Snowy Hydro. NEMMCO also argued that conversion of water storage
data to capacity information would be consistent with clause 3.1.4(a) of the Code that
provides for a minimisation of NEMMCO’s decision making and avoidance of special
principles for various technologies.

On this basis, NEMMCO recommended that the Commission refuse authorisation for
this derogation and that normal Code requirements be applied to Tasmania.

NEMMCO also recommended that if the intention of the derogation is to publicise the
water storage levels in Tasmania, that this be done through an alternative derogation. A
derogation could require NEMMCO to publish this data intact, or alternatively, water
storage data could be published as a Tasmanian issue outside the market.

The Commission’s considerations

The Commission is mindful that hydrological constraints will significantly impact
Hydro Tasmania’s ability to generate electricity. Indeed, this factor has been one of the
driving forces behind the development of the Tasmanian energy reform framework.
The State Government is keen to implement a framework that will effectively “drought
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proof” Tasmania and deliver a secure supply of energy to the State during times of
hydrological constraints.

The PASA calculations undertaken by NEMMCO provide valuable information to
market participants because it predicts future load growth and incorporates scheduled
generator maintenance outages.  This information facilitates supply security in the
NEM because it allows generators to plan outages and maintenance plans with
reference to the actions and schedules of other generators.

Hydro Tasmania is not the only hydro generating system in the NEM. The current
PASA information requirements have been used by systems such as Snowy Hydro.
Therefore, the Commission does not believe there needs to be separate Tasmanian
arrangements for PASA incorporating specific hydrological capacity constraints.

The Commission is sympathetic to NEMMCO’s argument that it is not in a position to
translate water storage levels into energy constraints due to the absence of an
appropriate model, but also because the Code specifically minimises NEMMCO’s role
in decision making. The Commission considers that it would be inconsistent with the
purposes of the Code to give NEMMCO a role in converting information of this type to
PASA required information. The Commission believes that if such conversion of
information is needed, that the generator itself is best qualified to undertake this task.
PASA is only as good as the information that is provided to NEMMCO, and it is
therefore in the generators best interest to provide accurate information. 

In response to the concerns raised by NEMMCO and interested parties, the Tasmanian
Government has indicated it is prepared to delete this derogation. The Tasmanian
Government believed that the publication of water storage data is important for
Tasmanian consumers and potential market players. The Commission understands that
Hydro Tasmania will be required to publish water storage levels under an alternate
regulation.

On the basis of the above analysis and the applicant’s response, the Commission
believes the PASA derogation must be deleted (see condition C5.6).

Settlement Residue Auction

The applicant’s argument

The applicant proposed this derogation to avoid doubt that Basslink is not a ‘directional
interconnector’ for the purposes of clause 3.18.1 of the Code. Basslink is a Market
Network Service Provider (MNSP).

Comment in submissions

There were no specific arguments put forward regarding this derogation other than
general comments concerning the corporate structure behind Basslink and the role of
the Basslink Services Agreement (BSA). Several submissions raised concerns that
because of the BSA, Basslink should not be classified as a MNSP. The submissions
argued that Tasmanian taxpayers will effectively underwrite the Basslink project
through the guaranteed facility fee that Hydro Tasmania will pay to Basslink each year
for use of the link. The submissions argued that if the MNSP were a true
entrepreneurial link, the taxpayer would not be required to underwrite the investment.
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The Commission’s considerations

The Commission is committed to maintaining consistency between jurisdictions in as
far as the Code applies. It is on this basis that the Commission seeks to minimise the
use of jurisdictional derogations as a whole, and why the Commission has sought to
ensure that transitional derogations in all jurisdictions cease on 31 December 2002. 

With this in mind, the Commission considers that there is very little public benefit
associated with this derogation. To date, there has been a clear distinction between
interconnectors that are MNSPs and those that are regulated interconnectors for the
purposes of the Settlements Residue Auction and general price regulation. There is no
precedent for an MNSP to be explicitly described as “not a directional interconnector
for the purposes of clause 3.18” and there has been no confusion as to the classification
of other entrepreneurial interconnectors in the market. The Commission believes that
Basslink’s status will be established through NEMMCO’s registration procedures. 

However, to the extent that there may be some uncertainty on this matter prior to
Basslink’s registration, the Commission accepts that there is some merit for such a
derogation in the transition period.  Nevertheless, in the longer term, the Commission
believes that Basslink’s status should ultimately be determined on a basis consistent
with all of the other NEM participants;  that is, on registration with NEMMCO.
Consequently, the Commission has proposed a condition limiting this derogation to two
years after the NEM starts in Tasmania (see condition C5.7).

5.2.4 Power system security derogations

The derogations from Chapter 4 of the Code are technical derogations relating to power
system security and stable operating state which includes frequency standards,
frequency control responsibilities, procedures and the obligations of market customers
to provide interruptable load. These technical derogations are assessed together in this
section.

The applicant’s arguments

The current frequency standards applying in Tasmania are different to that operating in
the rest of the NEM. Different frequency standards apply due to Tasmania’s hydro
generation system, the size of the system, its transmission characteristics and its load
response. Tasmania has wider frequency standards than the NEM because it is a
smaller, isolated power system with slower response times due to its hydro system.
Circumstances that typically cause frequency variations have a proportionately larger
effect on the frequency in Tasmania than if a similar incident occurred in a larger
market. 

Frequency variations are remedied by ancillary services. Greater fluctuations in
frequency require greater amounts of capacity to be reserved for ancillary services in
order to keep the frequency within the standards. However, ancillary services can be
costly where actual output from the system is constrained in order to maintain reserves.
The applicant argued that:

… operation of the Tasmanian power system in accordance with the current mainland
frequency standards would require the provision of excessive amounts of Frequency
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Control Ancillary Services (FCAS), probably involving load shedding and/or serious
constraints being imposed on generator outputs and load variations in Tasmania.13

The applicant claimed that the cost of changing the frequency standards in Tasmania
would be extremely high and would not produce tangible benefits to Tasmanian
customers, or have any obvious bearing on the way that Tasmania will participate as a
jurisdiction in the NEM.

The applicant argued that there is no significant benefit to warrant changing
Tasmania’s frequency standards to match that of the NEM. The two systems will be
able to coexist along side each other as Basslink will be built as a DC link, which can
facilitate frequency differences between the networks at each end of the link. 

In order to allow different frequency standards to operate in Tasmania after it joins the
NEM, the Tasmanian Government has proposed derogations that refer to existing
standards in Tasmania included in the Tasmanian Determination on Power System
Frequency Operating Standards.

Comment in submissions

The NEMMCO submission focused on the technical derogations put forward by the
Tasmanian Government and raised specific concerns about the drafting and lack of
information about recovery times included in the derogations from Chapter 4 - Power
System Security. 

NEMMCO has sought to ensure that future changes to the NEM frequency standards
can be implemented without the need to alter jurisdictional derogations. To this end,
NEMMCO recommended that the Tasmanian technical derogations be redrafted in a
way similar to the Queensland derogation, which refers to the clause in the Code that
specifies the national standards it is derogating away from, rather than quoting the
actual national standards figures in the derogation.

NEMMCO is also concerned that the Determination on Power System Frequency
Operating Standards does not specify recovery times for frequency following a
contingency event. Recovery times are required so NEMMCO can determine the
amount of ancillary services needed to ensure the system has recovered within a
specified time frame. 

Since making its original application, the Tasmanian Government has suggested
alternative wording for the derogations to address NEMMCO’s comments. The new
wording is included below with the variations marked:

9.46.3 Satisfactory Operating State (clause 4.2.2)

(a)         If the frequency at a busbar located in Tasmania is within the “normal band”
(as specified in the Tasmanian Determination on Power System Frequency
Operating Standards), then that frequency will be taken to be within:

                                                

13 Derogations Submission – Tasmanian Government p22.
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(1)         the normal operating frequency band for the purposes of the Code; and

(2)         any frequency band (whatever it is called), specified in or under the
Code or the power system security and reliability standards which is
applied by NEMMCO or any other person for a similar purpose as the
normal operating frequency band is applied under clause 4.2.2(a).

(b)        If the frequency at a busbar located in Tasmania is within the “load change
contingency band” (as specified in the Tasmanian Determination on Power
System Frequency Operating Standards), then that frequency will be taken to
be within:

(1)         the normal operating frequency excursion band for the purposes of the
Code; and 

(2)         any frequency band (whatever it is called), specified in or under the
Code or the power system security and reliability standards which is
applied by NEMMCO or any other person for a similar purpose as the
normal operating frequency excursion band is applied under clause
4.2.2(a).

Paragraph 4.2.2(a) is omitted in its entirety and replaced with the following:

“(a)       the frequency at all energised busbars of the power system is within: in the case
of the power system in Tasmania, the relevant ranges specified in the Determination
on Power System Frequency Operating Standards.”

(i) in the case of the power system in regions other than in Tasmania
(subject to the provisions of Chapter 9), the normal operating
frequency band (49.9 Hz to 50.1Hz), except for brief excursions within
the normal operating frequency excursion band (49.75 Hz to 50.25
Hz) as specified by the power system security and reliability
standards; and

(ii) in the case of the power system in Tasmania, the relevant ranges
specified in the Determination on Power System Frequency Operating
Standards.”

9.46.2 Secure operating state and power system security (Clauses 4.2.4 and 4.2.6(c))

(a)         In determining whether the power system is in a secure operating state in
Tasmania, NEMMCO must have regard to the power frequency bands specified
in the Tasmanian Determination on Power System Frequency Operating
Standards in substitution for the frequency bands contemplated by clause
4.2.6(c).

(b)        For the purpose of applying clause 4.2.6(c) to load shedding facilities located
in Tasmania, a reference to the normal operating frequency excursion band
will be taken to be the “single generator contingency band” (as specified in the
Tasmanian Determination on Power System Frequency Operating Standards).

9.46.3 Market Customer obligations (Clause 4.3.5(b))

Clause 4.3.5(b) is omitted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
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“Notwithstanding clause 4.3.5(b), Market Customers must provide their interruptible
load in respect of connection points located in Tasmania in manageable blocks spread
over a number of steps within under-frequency bands from the lower limit of the “other
credible contingency band” (as specified in the Tasmanian Determination on Power
System Frequency Operating Standards) to the lower limit of the “multiple
contingency band” (as specified in the Tasmanian Determination on Power System
Frequency Operating Standards).

(1) in the case of connection points located outside Tasmania, from 49.0Hz down
to 47.0Hz as nominated by NEMMCO; and

(2) in the case of connection points located in Tasmania, as specified in the
Determination on Power System Frequency Operating Standards.

A Market Customer may also contract with NEMMCO to provide load
specified in this manner as an ancillary service.

9.46.4 Power System Frequency Control Responsibilities (Clause 4.4.1)

Notwithstanding clause 4.4.1 and the power system security and reliability standards,
in Tasmania NEMMCO must use reasonable endeavours to ensure that the frequency
levels specified in the Tasmanian Determination on Power System Frequency
Operating Standards are achieved.

9.46.5 Power system operating procedures (Clause 4.10.1)

(a) For the purposes of clause 4.10.1 of the Code, on and from the Transition Date
the regional specific power system operating procedures that apply in respect
of operations on the network situated in Tasmania are contained in the
instruments and documents set out in schedule 9H.1.[  ], as modified or
replaced from time to time by the Tasmanian System Controller.

(b) Clause 9.46.5[    ](a) ceases to have effect when NEMMCO compiles the
regional specific power system operating procedures in accordance with clause
4.10.1(b).

The Commission’s considerations

The Commission considers that there are public benefits associated with maintaining
existing frequency standards in Tasmania. As the Commission understands it, Basslink
as a DC interconnector, will allow different frequencies to exist at either end of the link
and therefore allow the current Tasmanian frequency standards to be accommodated
within the NEM. 

The Commission, in consultation with NEMMCO, believes that the proposed changes
to the wording of the derogations addresses the issues raised in NEMMCO’s
submission; in particular, relating to drafting and the absence of recovery times for
frequency standards (see condition C5.9).

The Commission raised concerns that the procedures and frequency standards for
operation of the power system in Tasmania will bind NEMMCO to implement
standards set and able to be modified by the Tasmanian System Controller. However,
the applicant and NEMMCO have supported this derogation stating that the Tasmanian
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System Controller has no incentive to make costly changes to the standards or
procedures. Furthermore, NEMMCO has relied on similar instructions in the past from
other jurisdictions in the absence of regional specific power system and operating
procedures being established in accordance with clause 4.10.1(b) of the Code.

The Commission accepts that there are sound reasons for the frequency standards in
Tasmania to continue to be different to those standards applying in the rest of the NEM.
However, this derogation is a permanent rather than a transitional derogation. The
Commission considers that it would be more appropriate for it to be included either in
Chapter 8 of the Code or acknowledged by the Reliability Panel when setting standards
specific to Tasmania. 

The Commission believes that this approach is consistent with the existing NEM
approach to addressing issues in a uniform manner while providing separate avenues
for handling transitional issues (Chapter 9 derogations) or long terms issues (either
changes to the NEC or Chapter 8 derogations).  In its authorisations of the NEM, the
Commission has attributed significant public benefits to this approach.

The Commission therefore considers that it is appropriate for this derogation to apply
for two years from NEM start in Tasmania (see condition C5.8). However, the
Commission believes that longer term arrangements for Tasmania’s frequency
standards should be developed either through a Chapter 8 derogation or by the
Reliability Panel. As part of its deliberations, the Reliability Panel could be required to
take into account a number of Tasmania specific criteria and the anticipated (limited)
impact separate Tasmanian standards would have on the remainder of the NEM. To
facilitate the transition path, the Reliability Panel should report on the Tasmanian
frequency standards one year after Tasmania’s entry to the NEM, and one year prior to
the expiry of the derogation (see condition C5.18 and see also the discussion in section
5.2.8 below).

5.2.5 Network connection derogations

The derogations relating to Chapter 5 of the Code are technical derogations that relate
to network connection, regulatory instruments, frequency variation procedures, fault
clearance times, governor control and reactive power. Some of these technical
derogations are assessed together because they relate to similar issues although where
they cover different topics, the derogations are addressed specifically. Many of the
derogations from Chapter 5 are similar in nature as the derogations discussed in the
previous section (derogations from Chapter 4 of the Code).

Existing Connection Agreements & Applicable Regulatory Instruments

Tasmania’s Chapter 5 derogations merely specify the agreements that are to be
considered “existing connection agreements” and the “applicable regulatory
instruments” relating to Tasmania. Interested parties did not comment on these
derogations.  The Tasmanian Government suggested a number of minor amendments to
further clarify the applicable regulatory instruments.

The Commission believes these derogations and suggested amendments provide public
benefits by clarifying the network connection and regulatory issues (see condition
C5.10).
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Frequency Variations

The applicant’s arguments

The applicant proposes to maintain the current frequency standards in Tasmania. As
mentioned in section 5.2.5, this can be achieved as Basslink will be built as a DC
interconnector which will physically shelter the Tasmanian market from any problems
associated with a different frequency at the other end of the link. 

Comment in submissions

In its submission, NEMMCO commented that the Tasmanian derogation did not
include instructions on how it can use load shedding facilities in Tasmania to maintain
frequency standards. These instructions are included in the fourth paragraph of the
relevant clause in the Code, which was omitted from the Tasmanian derogations. 

The Commission understands that the fourth paragraph was inadvertently omitted. The
Tasmanian Government has suggested that a fourth paragraph be included in the
derogation and that some changes should be made to the original wording of the
derogation. These additional changes clarify how NEMMCO should address frequency
variations in Tasmania. The alternative wording as suggested by the Tasmanian
Government is included below with the changes from the original wording highlighted:

9.47.3 Frequency variations (Clauses S5.1.3 and S5.1.10)

For the purposes of managing frequency variations in Tasmania:

(a) In performing the functions contemplated by clauses S5.1.3 and S5.1.10 in
relation to that part of the power system located in Tasmania, NEMMCO and
Tasmania Network Service Providers must apply the power system frequency
bands specified in the Tasmanian Determination on Power System Frequency
Operating Standards in Tasmania in substitution for the frequency bands
ranges referred to in clause S5.1.3 and the frequency bands specified in the
power system security and reliability standards.; and

(b) Tasmanian Network Service Providers must comply with the following in
substitution for the second, and third and fourth paragraphs of clause S5.1.3:

“A Tasmanian Network Service Provider must ensure that all of its power
system equipment will remain in service when the frequency of the power
system is within the “multiple contingency band” (as specified in the
Tasmanian Determination on Power System Frequency Operating Standards)
unless that equipment is required to be switched to give effect to load shedding
in accordance with clause S5.1.10, or is required by NEMMCO to be switched
for operational purposes.”

“Sustained operation when the frequency of the power system is outside the
“multiple contingency band” (as specified in the Tasmanian Determination on
Power System Frequency Operating Standards) need not be taken into account
by Tasmanian Network Service Providers in the design of plant which may be
disconnected if this is necessary for the protection of the plant.”

NEMMCO may use load shedding facilities (described in paragraph S5.1.10 in
this schedule) to aid recovery of frequency to within the “load change
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contingency band” (as specified in the Tasmanian Determination on Power
System Frequency Operating Standards).”

The Commission’s considerations

The Commission supports the comments made in the NEMMCO submission and in
consultation with NEMMCO, believes that the alternative wording proposed above
addresses their concerns.

As mentioned before, the Commission has placed significant public benefits on
maintaining uniform rules in the NEM and on the processes by which derogations can
be made from these rules to take account of regional or plant specific issues. Chapter 9
has been designed to include transitional derogations. Longer term or permanent
derogations should be dealt with under Chapter 8 of the Code or addressed by a formal
Code change. 

The Commission believes that longer term arrangements for Tasmania’s frequency
standards should be developed either through a Chapter 8 derogation or by the
Reliability Panel. However, as a transitional measure, the Commission believes that it
is appropriate to authorise the derogation for two years from NEM start in Tasmania
conditional on the alternative wording proposed above being used (see conditions C5.8
and C5.11). This will provide a smooth transition for Tasmania to join the NEM but
will ensure that a more appropriate mechanism is sought to codify standards in
Tasmania if they are to be different from the standards on the mainland on a permanent
basis.
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Fault Clearance Times

The applicant’s arguments

The present state of Tasmania’s network protection compliance with the requirements
of the Code is not documented. The applicant argued that the state of the network needs
to be audited to establish actual fault clearance times and identify any non-complying
transmission lines (due to high impedance faults or lack of communication links).

The derogation proposed will allow current fault clearance estimates to be used in
power system security. The derogation is proposed for a period of 12 months from
NEM entry to facilitate the audit process and give the transmission network service
provider (TNSP) time to determine whether an application should be made for a
permanent derogation away from the NEM standards. A derogation of this sort would
be under Chapter 8 of the Code as it would not be for a transitional period. 

The applicant claimed that implementation of the derogation will defer the need for
capital expenditure until it has been demonstrated that it is necessary in order to ensure
power system security in Tasmania. The applicant estimated the avoided capital
expenditure to be several million dollars.

While this derogation could be perceived to result in a lower standard of power system
security and consumer service in Tasmania, the applicant argued that Transend’s
network planning obligations require it to take into account long term power system
security issues. Current studies of network transient and voltage stability are based on
best estimates of fault clearance times but have not identified any operational problems. 

Comment in submissions

In its submission, NEMMCO queried the inclusion of an additional clearance time in
relation to “high resistance faults”. Currently, there is no equivalent standard for high
resistance faults contained in the Code and NEMMCO questions why the derogation is
needed, and how the derogation proposed will defer capital expenditure. 

NEMMCO suggested that “it may be simpler and more effective to express this
derogation as an explicit variation on the provisions of clause S5.1.9 of the Code” and
align it to a similar derogation put in place for Queensland.14

In response to NEMMCO’s comments, the Tasmanian Government has submitted
alternative wording for this derogation, which is included below.

9.47.4 Fault clearance times (Clause S5.1.9)

 “(a)      The fault clearance times of main protections and breaker fail protections at
110kV and 220kV system voltages those specified in table S5.1.2, provided that the
times specified in table 9.[   ] below prevail to the extent of any inconsistency with any
time(s) specified in table S5.1.2.

                                                

14 NEMMCO submission to the Commission on Tasmania’s NEM entry, p4.
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Table 9.[   ]

Maximum Fault Clearance Times (milliseconds)

System Voltage Faulted End Remote End High resistance
faults

Breaker
Failure

100-250kV 120 220 1000-4000 430

Notes

 Actual clearance time depends on the fault current and the sensitivity of earth fault
relay. Specified times apply for current practice of installing inverse time of directional
earth-fault relays.

(a)         Notwithstanding clause 9.[  ](a) and table 9.[  ] the remote end maximum fault
clearance time for 220kV and 110kV line protection is 500 milliseconds (within zone 2
operation time), when there is no communication or during maintenance outages of
communication facilities.

(a)         Notwithstanding clause S5.1.9 and table S5.1.2, if:

(1) there is no system for communication between the faulted end and the
remote end of a power line located in Tasmania; or

(2) there is a maintenance outage of the system for communication
between the faulted end and the remote end of a power line located in
Tasmania,

then the Remote End Maximum Fault Clearance Time in respect of that power
line is 600 milliseconds (within zone 2 operation time).

(b)        Notwithstanding clause S5.1.9 9.[  ](a) and table S5.1.2 9.[  ], if there is no
circuit breaker failure protection in respect of a power line located in Tasmania,
then the bBreaker fFailure mMaximum fFault cClearance tTime for that line
for 220kV and 110kV line protection is 101100 milliseconds., when there is no
circuit breaker failure protection, provided that in cases of a high resistance
fault located away from the faulted circuit breaker the fault may not be
detected.

(c) Clauses 9.47.4[  ](a), (b) and (bc) cease to have effect from the beginning at the
end of the date falling 12 months after first anniversary of the Transition Date.”

The Commission’s considerations

The Commission considers that there are public benefits associated with the revised
derogation in applying current estimates of fault clearance times for a period of a year
while an audit of the network is completed (see condition C5.12).

Reactive Power Output

The applicant’s arguments

There are a number of generators in the hydro generating system in Tasmania that do
not meet the standards for reactive power in the Code. The units that do not comply are
listed in the derogation.
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The applicant claimed that currently, Hydro Tasmania has an agreement with the
Tasmanian System Controller that the existing standards are acceptable. This issue is
covered by the connection agreement with Transend. 

The Government claimed that:

… the derogation will save significant costs to Hydro Tasmania by avoiding a
constraint on real power output.

The cost of bringing the system into compliance with NEM requirement is estimated at
in excess of $10 million. Operating the system in accordance with the NEM (that is,
without the benefit of the derogation) is estimated to cost approximately $4 million
plus the value of lost energy (consequent on the constraints on active power output).

The derogation represents a departure from the uniform NEM standards. The existence
of the derogation will not, however, act as a barrier to entry since in future there will be
negligible additional costs associated with specification of Code-compliant plant
(whether by Hydro Tasmania or by other generators).
…

The derogation is required for a period of 12 months, to facilitate a Code change.15

The Commission’s considerations

There were no comments received from interested parties in relation to this derogation. 

The Commission believes that the public benefits from allowing current standards in
Tasmania to continue to apply are significant in terms of saved capital expenditure. The
Commission acknowledges that there may be anti-competitive detriments associated
with this derogation if existing generators remain exempt from NEM wide standards
but the NEM standards are applied to new generators built in Tasmania. However, the
Commission believes that these anti-competitive detriments will be constrained as
Tasmania has proposed that this derogation apply for one year.

Given that the current standards appear to work well in Tasmania and that the
Tasmanian System Controller has determined that the existing standards are
appropriate, the Commission considers that the public benefits of authorising this
derogation for one year will outweigh any anti-competitive detriments associated with
this derogation (see condition C5.13). 

Frequency responsiveness and governor stability

The applicant’s arguments

In its accompanying submission, the Tasmanian Government claimed that the costs of
bringing Tasmania’s existing generation units in line with NEM standards would cost
in excess of $10 million. Some generating units are likely to be physically incapable of
operating to the NEM standards due to hydraulic constraints of the plant. 

                                                

15Submission from the Tasmanian Government accompanying the application for authorisation of
derogations to the Code, p27.
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The Government therefore proposed this derogation to remove the need to comply with
the NEM standards during the first year of market operation in Tasmania. During this
period the asset owners will be able to establish the level of its plant compliance, and
determine whether an application for a permanent derogation should be submitted in
cases where costs of compliance outstrip the value of the generating unit to the system.
The Government claimed that:

The derogation avoids the need to consider shutting down the affected units, which, in
Tasmania’s energy constrained system, would have adverse consequences for security
of supply.16

Comments in submissions

There were no comments from interested parties in relation to this technical derogation
in the submissions. However, in subsequent discussions with NEMMCO, drafting
changes were recommended to clarify the ‘damping’ requirements. Alternative wording
has been suggested by the Tasmanian Government in response to NEMMCO’s
comments and is included below.

(a) Paragraph 12 of clause S5.2.6.4 does not apply in Tasmania or to Generators
generating units located in Tasmania and is replaced with the following:

“A Generator in Tasmania must adjust the governor system of a generating
unit located in Tasmania to ensure stable performance under all operating
conditions with adequate damping. The criterion for adequate damping is that
following a step change in the governor speed feedback signal the ratio of
amplitude of the first swing of the load change transient oscillations have a
minimum damping ratio of 0.4 at the frequency of the dominant mode and the
steady state response is within plus or minus 20 percent of the ideal response
(based on assumed permanent droop) having regard to loading rates and
deadband. In the event that a generating unit supplies a load from a network
which is isolated from the remainder of the national grid, the stability of the
governor system of the generating unit during the period of isolation will be as
agreed between the relevant Generator and the Network Service Provider in
respect of the network.”

(b) Clause 9.47.6[   ](a) ceases to have effect from the end beginning of the day
first anniversary of falling 12 months after the Transition Date.

The Commission’s considerations

The Commission is conscious that some plant in Tasmania was built before tight
technical standards were established. The costs associated with technical compliance
with standards in the NEM for governor control in Tasmania far outweigh the
incremental benefits to Tasmanian market participants and consumers. 

The public benefits of the derogation are enhanced through the revisions made to
address NEMMCO’s concerns (see condition C5.14). Moreover, the anti-competitive

                                                

16 Submission from the Tasmanian Government accompanying the application for derogations from the
Code, p28.
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detriment of having differential standards for competing generators are constrained as
they apply for only one year until a more permanent Code change is made.

5.2.6 Transmission and distribution network pricing derogations

Transmission network service pricing – jurisdictional regulator

This derogation provides for the ACCC to be the jurisdictional regulator for
transmission network service pricing. This is consistent with the approach taken in
other jurisdictions where the ACCC has been installed as the national transmission
regulator under the NEC.

Interested parties did not comment on this derogation.

The Commission considers that installing a national transmission regulator has public
benefits associated with ensuring consistent regulatory decisions across the NEM
transmission networks.

Transmission Service Pricing

The applicant’s arguments

The derogation proposes that the ACCC will regulate transmission network prices
under the ESI Act and the Tasmanian Electricity Code from the end of the current
regulatory period, which occurs on 31 December 2002, and prior to Tasmania’s entry to
the NEM. 

Responsibility for regulating Tasmania’s transmission network will be conferred on the
Commission before Tasmania officially joins the NEM.  Consequently, the normal
NEM process of conferring these functions onto the Commission through an access
undertaking does not apply in this circumstance.  In order for the Commission to have
the power to undertake this role, an agreement between the Commonwealth
Government and the State of Tasmania, under section 44ZZM of the Trade Practices
Act will be necessary. The details of this particular instrument have not been finalised
at this time.  

The applicant contended that Transend, the Tasmanian transmission network service
provider has a program of significant upgrades to be made to the transmission network
to improve system security and to replace aging capital equipment. Transend has
scheduled this work to occur during the transitional period of Tasmania joining the
NEM.

The applicant also claimed that Transend faces different risks to that of TNSPs in other
jurisdictions, because 60 per cent of Transend’s transmission network services five of
the largest customers in Tasmania who could withdraw their operations from the State,
and thus expose Transend to substantial risk of stranded assets. The Tasmanian
Government argued that if such a customer were to leave the State, Transend could face
the part of its network that serviced that particular customer being optimised out of its
asset base. The applicant argued that there is considerable uncertainty as to how such a
situation would be handled under the national transmission pricing methodology. 
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To provide a level of certainty to transmission pricing during the transition period, the
Tasmanian Government proposes to derogate the way in which the ACCC must
regulate transmission network pricing in Tasmania. The Government proposes that the
ACCC regulate transmission network pricing under the TEC from 1 January 2003, and
that from the end of that period on 31 December 2007, the ACCC will regulate the
network under the NEC.

The proposed derogation requires the ACCC to accept the regulated asset valuation as
determined by the Minister. The applicant argued that this is necessary as the
Tasmanian system is said to have key constraints that planned capital investment is
supposed to address. However, the applicant argued that such investment may not go
ahead if there is uncertainty as to whether or not this investment will be accounted for
in future asset base calculations. The applicant argued that there may be a disincentive
to alleviate key constraints and that this could inhibit market growth.

The derogation is proposed to continue until 31 December 2007, which is the end of the
first regulatory period.  Throughout this period, transmission prices would be
determined in accordance with Tasmania’s arrangements and not in accordance with
the NEM arrangements.

Comment in submissions

There were no comments in submissions that related to this derogation.

The Commission’s considerations

The Commission has assumed responsibility for transmission networks in several
jurisdictions via a similar mechanism that allows the Commission to act as the regulator
and administer a decision (eg under an existing state tariff or pricing order) for a
transition period.  While the Tasmanian proposal differs in that it would allow the
Commission to not only administer the transmission prices, but it would also allow the
Commission to set the revenue cap in the transition period.  The Commission believes
there are public benefits in this proposal as it removes the need for Transend to face
multiple revenue cap decisions in the coming years.

However, one of the objectives of national transmission network regulation is to ensure
consistent network pricing across the NEM.  This is in accordance with the principles
in the Code and not on the basis of specific jurisdictional regulatory instruments. That
is not to say that the Commission will not take specific factors into account that may be
valid for individual transmission network providers.  In adopting this approach, the
Commission has been forthright in its commitment to maintaining consistencies
between jurisdictions under the Code.  In addition, in authorising and accepting
derogations in the other jurisdictions, the Commission has tried to avoid jurisdictional
derogations that may dislocate the national market arrangements into the future.

The Commission has acknowledged many of the concerns raised in the Tasmanian
Government’s submission.  The Commission recognises the importance of incentives
for network providers to invest in network security and to facilitate market growth.
The Commission is likely to include new investment as part of any asset base valuation.
Notwithstanding this fact, it is worth noting that the risk associated with having new
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investment included in the asset valuation should discipline a transmission network
provider to ensure that such investment is economic and necessary.

To assist in the transition process, the Commission has taken the asset valuation as
determined by the jurisdictional regulator as the basis for its initial regulatory decision.
Moreover, in its Draft Statement of the Principles for the Regulation of Transmission
Revenues, the Commission has indicated that if a network believes it has existing assets
that could be stranded then it should identify those assets.  Further, the Commission
indicated it would contemplate accelerated depreciation (for regulatory purposes) to
manage the risks associated with possible asset stranding.

Consequently, in assessing the Tasmanian derogations, the Commission has indicated
to the Tasmanian Government that the derogations would represent a departure from a
nationally consistent transmission pricing regime. In response, the Tasmanian
Government has suggested alternative wording for this derogation to address the
Commission’s concerns. The new wording is included below.  

9.48.2 Transmission Service Pricing

(a) Transmission service pricing for any transmission network and its associated
connection assets situated within Tasmania will be regulated in accordance
with the ESI Act and the Tasmanian Code by the ACCC in the period on and
from the Transitional Date to the end of 31 December 2007, to the exclusion
of Parts B and C of Chapter 6.

(b) For the purposes of clause 6.2.1, the transmission regulation commencement
date for Tasmania is 1 January 2008.

(a)         A Pre-NEM Determination is a determination, decision or ruling made or set
by the ACCC which:

(1)    is made under any of the ESI Act, the Price Control Regulations or the
Tasmanian Electricity Code (together called the “Tasmanian regulatory
regime”); 

(2)    relates to or is connected with transmission pricing (including, without
limitation, a determination, decision or ruling relating to the setting or
re-setting of a revenue cap);

(3)    is made prior to the Transition Date, but applies until a date which falls
after the Transition Date; and 

(4)    is equivalent to or has substantially the same effect as a determination,
decision or ruling (“Equivalent Determination”) which the ACCC may
make or set under this Code or which is contemplated by this Code.

(b)        Subject to paragraph (d), a Pre-NEM Determination is:

(1)        deemed to have been validly made or set under this Code in accordance
with any procedures or steps which apply to the making of an
Equivalent Determination; and

(2)        deemed to be an Equivalent Determination under this Code. 
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(c)         Subject to paragraph (d), any action taken by a Tasmanian Code Participant as
a result of, or to implement or following a Pre-NEM Determination under the
Tasmanian regulatory regime in accordance with the relevant instrument is
deemed to have been validly taken in accordance with this Code.

 (d)       If, at any time after the Transition Date, it appears to the ACCC that:

(1)         a Pre-NEM Determination or action referred to in paragraph (c) is
inconsistent with the relevant principles in this Code in a material way;
and 

(2)         the inconsistency is due to a material difference between the
Tasmanian regulatory regime and this Code (in the form those
documents were in at the time of the Pre-NEM Determination or
action), 

then the ACCC may re-open the Pre-NEM Determination or disallow the action
by written notice to the Minister.  A notice under this paragraph (d) must set
out a summary of the reasons why the ACCC is giving the notice.  Paragraph
(b) or paragraph (c) (as applicable) ceases to apply to a Pre-NEM
Determination or action the subject of a notice under this paragraph (d) from
the time specified in the notice.

(e)         To avoid doubt, the ACCC may make or set a determination, decision or ruling
in accordance with this Code that replaces a Pre-NEM Determination re-
opened under paragraph (d).

(f) For the purpose of applying clause 6.2.3(d)(4)(iii) (and any clause equivalent
to, or which replaces, that clause) in the case of assets located in Tasmania:

(1) replace the words “1 July 1999” with the words “Transition Date”; and

(2) replace the words “Jurisdictional Regulator” to and including the
words “participating jurisdiction” with “Minister”.

For the purpose of enabling the arrangements specified in Part B of Chapter 6
to commence in Tasmania with effect from the transmission regulation
commencement date for Tasmania, the ACCC must, notwithstanding clause
6.2.3(d)(4)(iii), value the assets of a Network Service Provider in Tasmania in
existence and generally in service on the transmission regulation
commencement date for Tasmania at the value determined by the Minister on
or prior to 1 January 2003.

(g)        If:

(1)         Chapter 6 is amended after 1 July 2001 and before the Transition Date;

(2)         the amendment contemplates a change in the allocation of costs
amongst users of transmission networks; and 

(3)         those amendments contemplate transitional arrangements for the
phasing in of that change,
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then equivalent transitional arrangements also apply to users of transmission
networks located in Tasmania, and the prices which apply immediately before
the Transition Date are the starting point for the phase-in.

The Commission is of the view that the wording above adequately addresses the
Commission’s concerns regarding it being restricted to perform a role under a
jurisdictional instrument when setting transmission revenue caps.  The Commission has
imposed conditions of authorisation to ensure the Tasmanian derogations are amended
to provide national consistency and that the length of transition periods are minimised
(see condition C5.15).

Distribution Network Service Pricing – Jurisdictional Regulator

The applicant submits that the jurisdiction regulator for distribution network service
providers is OTTER. This derogation is similar to other derogations made by other
jurisdictions.  The Tasmanian Government has suggested a number of minor
amendments to further clarify that OTTER is the jurisdiction regulator for distribution
network service providers.

Interested parties did not comment on this derogation.

This derogation, and the suggested amendment, is largely consistent with similar
derogations made in other jurisdictions and the Commission considers there are public
benefits arising from consistent treatment of distribution networks in each jurisdiction
(see condition C5.16).

Distribution Network Service Pricing – Jurisdictional Regulator & Distribution
Service Pricing

The applicant’s arguments

The applicant claimed that during the transition period to joining the NEM, Tasmanian
customers need to remain confident in the local regulatory arrangements. This
derogation provides for regulation of distribution network pricing to be implemented in
accordance with the TEC, and that current features of the TEC, specifically the fact that
customers can negotiate contracts outside of the regulated tariff system, will remain
intact.  The Tasmanian Government has suggested amending the end date of the
derogation from 31 December 2007, to the end of the second tranche of contestability,
to be consistent with the end date for the vesting contract.

Comment in submissions

There were no comments in submissions relating to this derogation

The Commission’s considerations

The Commission agrees that there are public benefits associated with maintaining
consumer confidence in the network pricing arrangements for distribution networks.
The Commission notes that the national Code already provides flexibility to Code
participants and allows them to negotiate prices that are outside the regulated prices
stipulated by the jurisdictional regulator. The transition to the NEM arrangements will
bring substantial changes to the way the Tasmanian system operates and the
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Commission is sympathetic to the desire of the Tasmanian Government to maintain as
much consistency with the current arrangements as possible.

The Commission has a general concern that jurisdiction’s use of a “postage stamp”
approach to network prices could stifle pricing signals that are intended to be made
clearer through the Commission and NECA’s work on network pricing for transmission
networks. This concern does not relate specifically to Tasmania but applies generally to
all the participating jurisdictions in the NEM that favour averaging methods to
determine distribution network prices.

The Commission believes there are public benefits in limiting the length of the
derogation, thereby encouraging the use of a consistent framework in determining
distribution prices across the NEM (see condition C5.17).

Network Pricing – Transmission network

This derogation specifies that a network in Tasmania operating at nominal voltage of
88kV and above is deemed to be a “transmission network”. 

The Commission received no comments in relation to this derogation and has not
identified any anti-competitive detriments associated with it. Therefore, the
Commission considers that there are public benefits associated with clarification of
what constitutes a transmission network in Tasmania (see condition C5.18).

Deemed regulated interconnector

This derogation specifies that any interconnector between regions within Tasmania is to
be considered a regulated interconnector. 

There were no comments in submissions relating to this derogation, and like the
derogation above, the Commission has not identified any anti-competitive detriments.
The Commission understands that the purpose of this derogation is to make it clear that
if more than one region is established in Tasmania, then any interconnector in existence
between regions when those regions are established would be automatically treated as a
regulated interconnector and would not have to pass the “regulatory test” to achieve
this status.  The Tasmanian Government has suggested a clarification to this derogation
(see Condition 5.18).

5.2.7 Administrative functions derogations

Purpose of the Reliability Panel

The applicant’s arguments

The Tasmanian Government has put forward this derogation to specify an ongoing role
for the Tasmanian Reliability and Network Planning Panel (RNPP) which is proposed
will complement the existing role of the NEM Reliability Panel. According to the
Government, the RNPP provides assistance to OTTER on issues of power system
reliability, power system and reliability standards, has established guidelines for the
System Controller and proposes network augmentations.

The applicant proposed that the role of the RNPP continue until such time as the
Reliability Panel establishes standards appropriate to Tasmania which recognise
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Tasmania’s particular power system operating characteristics. The applicant proposed
that this derogation will 

… ensure Tasmanian system operating characteristics are recognised in power system
security and reliability standards and thus promote network security, without the need
for additional costs to be incurred by Tasmanian Code Participants.17 

The applicant argued that this derogation will provide an “orderly transition to the
national standards or the modification of existing national standards”18 and that the role
of the RNPP will decrease over time as “appropriate national standards are
implemented”.19

Comments in submissions

NEMMCO noted in its submission that this derogation removes the role of the
Reliability Panel to set frequency standards for Tasmania. Instead, the derogation fixes
the frequency standards to be those stipulated by the RNPP. NEMMCO questioned
whether changes to these standards would require agreement of the RNPP, a change to
the derogation and subsequent authorisation by the Commission. NEMMCO does not
believe that such arrangements are sufficiently flexible to facilitate future changes to
standards in Tasmania.

NEMMCO is further concerned that the derogation provides for an ongoing role for the
RNPP, which it believes would be inconsistent with the approach stipulated and agreed
to by the jurisdictions under the Code. Chapter 8 of the Code provides for the
Reliability Panel to set frequency standards nationally in consultation with the
jurisdictions. NEMMCO believes that it is therefore appropriate for the Reliability
Panel to also set standards in Tasmania.

NEMMCO referred to the Queensland derogation on frequency standards, which set
initial standards that were to apply in Queensland, but which allowed the Reliability
Panel to exercise its power to change them as necessary. In the case of Queensland,
frequency standards were brought in line with the rest of NEM because they were
interconnected to the national grid by an AC interconnector, which transmits frequency
disturbances from one region of the NEM to another. It was therefore necessary that
Queensland had the same standards in order to allow NEMMCO to operate the market. 

Tasmania will be connected to the national grid by a DC interconnector. In contrast to
Queensland, NEMMCO will be able to operate the market in Tasmania in line with
different frequency standards to that which will apply on the mainland.

NEMMCO’s comments relating to this derogation were not about the existence of
different frequency standards, but rather the process and ease by which these standards

                                                

17 Tasmanian Framework for Participation in the National Electricity Market: Derogations Submission,
State of Tasmania, Nov 2000, p21

18 ibid, p21

19 ibid, p21
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can be changed if necessary. This is particularly important in the current climate where
NEMMCO and the Reliability Panel are in the process of reviewing frequency
standards in the NEM. NEMMCO believes that Tasmania should be able to benefit
from any outcomes of this review.

In response to NEMMCO’s comments, the Tasmanian Government suggested
alternative wording to the derogation included in its original application.  The
suggested changes would allow Tasmania to maintain their existing standards for two
years but would require the NEM Reliability Panel to develop new standards for
Tasmania within one year of Tasmania’s entry to the NEM.  The new wording is
included below with the changes marked.

9.49.1 Purpose of the Reliability Panel Frequency Standards (clause 8.8.1)

Notwithstanding anything else in the Code, but subject to the other provisions of this
Part:

(a) on and from the Transition Date until the start of the Interconnection Date, the
power system security and reliability standards applicable in Tasmania are the
Tasmanian power system security and reliability standards and not those
determined by the Reliability Panel under clause 8.8; and

(b) on and from the Interconnection Date until the end of the second anniversary
of the Transition Date, the standards governing frequency in respect of that
part of the power system located in Tasmania are those set out in the
Tasmanian Determination on Power System Frequency Operating Standards
and not those in the power system security and reliability standards or
applying elsewhere in or under the Code; and

(c) after the second anniversary of the Transition Date, the standards governing
frequency in respect of that part of the power system located in Tasmania are
those set out in the power system security and reliability standards determined
as contemplated in clause 9.49.3 and not those in any other set of standards or
applying elsewhere in or under this Code,

 and provisions of this Code referring to or relating to frequency, frequency bands,
frequency ranges or frequency limits must be interpreted accordingly.

 (a)        Notwithstanding clause 8.8.1(a)(2), the power system security and reliability
standards applicable in Tasmania on and from the Transition Date are those
determined by the Reliability and Network Planning Panel.

(b)         Clause 9.[   ](a) ceases to have effect when the Reliability Panel has
established, in accordance with clause 8.8.1(a)(2), power system security and
reliability standards which take into account the operating characteristics of the
power system in Tasmania.

(c)         Clause 9.[   ] does not apply in respect of the Determination on Power System
Frequency Operating Standards and does not affect the continued operation of
clauses 9.[   ]

9.49.3   Reliability Panel
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The Reliability Panel must determine power system security and reliability standards
under clause 8.8 that reflect the principles set out in clause 9.49.4, before the first
anniversary of the Transition Date.

9.49.4   Principles to be applied by Reliability Panel

The Reliability Panel must comply with the following principles:

(a)         when determining or amending power system security and reliability standards
relating to frequency, the Reliability Panel must have regard to the following:

(1)         any existing standards in relation to the matters covered by the
determination or the amendment;

(2)         the costs and benefits of any change proposed to those existing
standards proposed in the determination or the amendment;

(3)         the size and characteristics of the separate systems that make up the
power system;

(b)         where the network or networks located in a particular area or region is or are
only connected to other areas or regions by means of an asynchronous link, the
power system security and reliability standards relating to frequency may
incorporate different standards for the first area or region to those applying
elsewhere in the power system; and

(c)         the power system security and reliability standards relating to frequency will
allow less stringent standards for the frequency of a network or networks
located in a particular area or region when that area or region is isolated from
the remainder of the power system.

The Commission’s considerations

The Commission is concerned that this derogation removes the power of the Reliability
Panel to undertake its role in all jurisdictions. While the Commission is cognisant of the
issues from Tasmania’s perspective in as far as Tasmania wishes to avoid costly
changes to frequency standards in the State simply because of consistency, the
Commission does not believe it is appropriate for the RNPP to have an ongoing role in
setting frequency standards in Tasmania.

The Commission believes that any public benefits of allowing the RNPP to set
frequency standards will only outweigh the anti-competitive detriments of this
arrangement in the initial stages of Tasmania becoming a participating jurisdiction in
the NEM. The Commission agrees that there are good reasons as to why Tasmanian
frequency standards should be different to those on the mainland. However, the
Commission is wary of Tasmania having separate standards and processes in relation to
this matter because it could set a precedent that other jurisdictions in the NEM may also
pursue to obtain special treatment under the Code. Furthermore, if Basslink was
configured to transfer frequency from one region to another, the Commission believes
it would be important for the Reliability Panel to exercise its role in both regions.
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The Commission has imposed conditions of authorisation to ensure the Tasmanian
derogations are amended in-line with the wording suggested by the Tasmanian
Government (see condition C5.19).

Termination of certain derogations

The applicant’s arguments

The applicant has suggested this amended derogation in response to comments from the
Commission that many of the technical derogations presented in the original
application did not specify end dates. The Commission considers that end dates for
derogations are necessary when they are included in Chapter 9 of the Code because this
Chapter was established to include transitional arrangements only. 

The wording of the new derogation as proposed by the Tasmanian Government is
included below.

9.49.2   Termination of frequency derogations

Clauses 9.46.1, 9.46.2, 9.46.3, 9.46.4 and 9.47.3 cease to have effect from the end of
the second anniversary of the Transition Date. 

The Commission believes that this suggested amendment will address the
Commission's concerns about long term derogations and will impose a condition of
authorisation to ensure this suggestion is included into the derogations (see condition
C5.8).

5.3 Commission considerations

Tasmania has not brought the market structure arrangements to the Commission for
authorisation. Given the State’s ability to be covered by the existing authorisation of
the NEC by becoming a participating jurisdiction in the NEM, the Commission
believes that any additional anti-competitive detriments associated specifically with the
derogations are relatively small and are out weighed by the public benefits associated
with a smooth transition to a deregulated market in Tasmania. 

However, the Commission does not believe that the public benefits associated with the
derogations continue beyond the transitional term.  Rather, in its authorisation of the
Code and the derogations of the other jurisdictions, the Commission has emphasised
the significance of the public benefits of adopting uniform arrangements across the
interconnected grid and power system comprising the NEM.  To the extent that there is
a need for a non-uniform approach, the Code already allows for a Code change process
and for Chapter 8 derogations for technical matters.

In the course of the Commission’s assessment of the derogations, the Tasmanian
Government has suggested a number of amendments to address the Commission’s and
interested parties’ concerns of a technical, inter-state consistency and duration nature.
The Tasmanian Government has also suggested a number of amendments of a
relatively minor clarificatory nature.
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The Commission believes that the anti-competitive detriment associated with the
energy reform framework is more uncertain but is bounded by the Tasmanian
Government’s ability to alter the structural arrangements should problems arise in the
future.

The Commission believes that the suggested changes as outlined in the text of this
chapter improve the balance of public benefits and anti-competitive detriments relating
to the derogations.  The Commission has included a number of conditions of
authorisation to enable these suggested amendments to be incorporated within Chapter
9 part H of the National Electricity Code.
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6. Derogations determination

After consideration of the issues summarised in Chapter 5, the Commission concludes
that, subject to the conditions set out below, in all the circumstances, the proposed
amendments to the Code:

• are likely to result in a benefit to the public which outweighs the potential detriment
from any lessening of competition that would result if the proposed conduct or
arrangements were made, or engaged in; and

• are likely to result in such a benefit to the public that the proposed conduct or
arrangements should be allowed to take place or be arrived at, as the case may be.

The Commission therefore grants authorisation to applications A90759, A90760 and
A90761 subject to conditions. The Commission proposes to limit the period of the
authorisations to 31 December 2010.  This is the period of time set down by the
Commission in the 10 December 1997 determination for authorisation of the existing
National Electricity Code.

The Commission’s authorisation is granted subject to the following conditions:

C5.1 Part H clause 3.1 must be amended to expand the list of bodies undertaking
actions in the period prior to Tasmania joining the NEM.

C5.2 Part H clause 2.1 must be amended to clarify the meanings of the
definitions with consequential amendments to other sections.

C5.3 Part H clause 2.2 must be amended to clarify the interpretation of Part H
of Chapter 9 of the Code.

C5.4 Part H must be amended to clarify the status of the connected transmission
systems, distribution systems and the power system located in Tasmania
for the period between when Tasmania joins the National Electricity
Market and when Basslink is commissioned.

C5.5 Part H clause 5.1 must be amended to state that it ceases at the end of the
second tranche of Tasmania’s retail contestability timetable.

C5.6 Part H clauses 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 must be deleted.

C5.7 Part H clause 5.5 must be amended to state that it ceases two years after
the start of the National Electricity Market in Tasmania.

C5.8 Part H must be amended to state that clauses 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 7.3 ceases
two years after the start of the National Electricity Market in Tasmania.

C5.9 Part H clauses 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 must be amended to clarify how the
different power system frequency arrangements proposed for Tasmania
will work and to address NEMMCO’s concerns relating to that issue.
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C5.10 Part H clause 7.2 must be amended to clarify the applicable regulatory
instruments in Tasmania.

C5.11 Part H clause 7.3 must be amended to address NEMMCO’s concerns
relating to frequency variations.

C5.12 Part H clause 7.4 must be amended:

 to address NEMMCO’s concerns relating to fault clearance times;  and

 to clarify the end date.

C5.13 Part H clause 7.5 must be amended to clarify the end date.

C5.14 Part H clause 7.6 must be amended:

 to address NEMMCO’s concerns relating to damping requirements;
and

 to clarify the end date.

C5.15 Part H clause 8.2 must be amended:

 deleting the existing clauses;

 clarifying the basis on which the ACCC would make a revenue cap
decision in the period prior to the start of the National Electricity
Market in Tasmania;

 providing scope for such a decision to carry over into the period after
the start of the National Electricity Market in Tasmania;

 enabling the ACCC to re-open or disallow such a decision if it would be
materially different to a decision made in accordance with Chapter 6
Part B of the Code, and to specify a revised date, no later than the start
of the National Electricity Market in Tasmania, for the purposes of
clause 6.2.3(d)(4)(iii) of the Code;

 providing Tasmania with an equivalent transition path to that provided
for other jurisdictions (if any) for changes in Chapter 6 Part C of the
Code;

C5.16 Part H clause 8.3 must be amended to clarify the distribution network
pricing regulator.

C5.17 Part H clause 8.4 must be amended to state that it ceases at the end of the
second tranche of Tasmania’s retail contestability timetable.

C5.18 Part H clauses 8.5 and 8.6 must be amended to clarify the definition of the
transmission network in Tasmania.

C5.19 Part H clause 9.1 must be amended by deleting the existing clauses and
introducing new clauses: 
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 specifying what power system security and reliability standards will
apply in Tasmania for the two years from the date that the National
Electricity Market starts in Tasmania;

 that the Reliability Panel must determine new power system security
and reliability standards for Tasmania within one year of the date that
the National Electricity Market starts in Tasmania;

 that the Reliability Panel’s determination must be made under clause
8.8 of the National Electricity Code while taking into consideration:

 that Tasmania will be connected to the National Electricity Market
via a direct current interconnector; 

 Tasmania’s existing standards;

 the costs and benefits of changing Tasmania’s existing standards;
and

 the size and characteristics of the separate power systems.
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Appendix A – 

Initial submissions

Comalco

Duke Energy

Energy Australia

Ergon Energy

Hazelwood Power

Loy Yang Power

Major Employers Group in Tasmania

NEMMCO

Origin Energy

Tasmanian Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Yallourn Energy

Submissions after the Draft Determination

Australian Bulk Minerals

Comalco

Hydro Tasmania

Loy Yang Power

Origin Energy

Tasmanian Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Transgrid

Yallourn Energy
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